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IHTRODUCTIOS 
Since the discovery of the anaerobic nitrogen-
flacing bacteria of tlie soil by V/inogradsky in 1894, there 
has been aaach speculation as to their importance in 
Agriculttcr©. Conparatively little actual investigational 
7<rork has been conducted, however, to deterasine the 
activities of these organisms either in the laboratory 
under artificial conditions or in the field in their 
natxa?sl hsbitst. Fence, little is Isnoira of the exact 
role they play in the maintenance of soil fertility. 
siinogradsky * s claiaa uiaat nitrogen-fixation is 
broa^t about by free-living anaerobes in the soil has 
been confirmed by several foreign investigators, among 
whom are Haselhoff and Bredeioann (23), Bredsaiann {7, 8), 
Omelianslcy and Solouoskoff (32) and Truffaut and 
Bezssonoff (40, 41, 42)» In the United States tiiese 
claiias have been verified by ScCoy, Higby and Fred (50), 
The literature pertaining to these organisms 
is very isseagre conipared with that on the aerobic nitrogpn-
fixing bacteria of the genera Azotobacter and Rhizobixaa. 
The lack of knowledge conceding the anaerobic nitj^ogen-
fixing bacteria is probably due largely to two things; 
fii*st, the insdequecy of present anaerobic methods for 
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studying the activities of this groxjp of microdrganisms 
and, second, the fact that the ettenticax of the amjority 
of workers has been turned to the Azototoacter and 
Rhizobixsm, since they have been thought to be of much 
greater inportance in asost soils. 
In 19S0, "alker and Brown (46) reported nit3?o-
gen fixsticxi hy sotae acid lo^a soils when tested in 
solution ctslttir^s, but fr.ey w-ere unable to obtain nitro­
gen f iiJvstion vxidev cor;dition3 fsvowble for the groa'th 
of Azotobacter» it has been sho'^n by various investi­
gators that the aearobic Azotobacter are not active or 
even present in soils aore acid than pH of 6.0, while 
the anaerobic Clostridia are knotm to be active in soils 
as acid as a pH of 5«0» Since many of the soils in Iowa 
are too acid to support Azotobacter grocrth, it was 
suggested by ualker and Brown (46) tisat anaerobes asight 
be responsible for the fixation noted^ 
At present no definite inforssation is available 
concei»nins the iraportance of the anaerobic nitrogen-
fixers as they exist under field conditions* The recent 
rrork of Batchelor (4) and Batchelor and Curie (5} indi­
cates thet en att<5mr>t is "being made to throw scsae light 
up-on the problen. Sird-l&rly revj little is known of the 
nitrogen-fixing ability snd other physiological properties 
5-
of this group of "bacteria r-hen grocm raider varjizig con-
trollec? eoricMtions ir: t-e Inhcsr-atorj. Tt seesis, 
therefore, there is & need for further st-adj of 
these organiszas in order that a better tinderstandicg 
2ifiy be gained of their role and of t±i©ir isrportance 
in soil fertility. Apparently the logical way to 
approach this st^2dy is to determine the physiological 
reactions of the OTgsnlsais to certain controlled condi­
tions in the laboratory, v;ith ©special consideration 
being given to the problems connected with the fixation 
of nitrogen. The results of such investigations icight 
be indicative of T<hat can be expected to happen lai^er the 
corjditions of their natiiral enviroasent. Conclusive 
proof will not be available, however, until data are 
obtained regardir^g the activities of these organisms 
in the soil, "urner field conditions, which will involve 
neB- tscx:jiique and cousidcrablo tiae. 
The ejiperiiaents reported in this paper were 
planned as a first step in the study of the activities 
and iaportance of the nitrogen-fixing soil anaerobes, 
hence they Tyere naturally liiaited In scope End confined 
to laboratory studies. Although the data secured are not 
sufficiently complete to provide a solution to the whole 
problem, some significant resxilts have been obtained. 
•6" 
and it is hoped tiiat this work will serve f;s e basis 
upon \idiich ftirtber sttidies siss' be projected looking 
toward a better and proper understanding of the iiaportance 
or these organisjas. 
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HISTORICAL 
"inogradsky (50) was the first to investigate 
nitrogen fixation by the free-living "butyric acid-forming 
anaerobes of the soil* To isolate these organisias he 
used a nitrogen-free xeditaa containing 
Dipotassiaaa phosphate (£22^04). • 0.1 ga 
MagnesiuBi siilfate (Mg304.7E20). • 0.5 gm 
•
 0
 
•
 
0
 
gm 
Ferrous sulfate (FeS04«7^0)« « « 0.01 gm 
Manganese sulfate {MnS04»4H20)» • 0.01 ga 
Calcium carbonate (CaOOs) • • - -. 30.0 gia 
Gl'^^cos^ • . 20. D ga 
Distilled 7/ster .... .1000.0 cc 
One hundred cc* of this aedium «ere inoculated ^ ith a 
small amount of soil and after several days incubation 
aerobic organiaas were foaiai growing in the surface fiLn 
and anaerobic Clostridia deeper in the culture. 3y laaking 
transfers fr<^ the bottcsi of this cultui»e into fresh 
medim and finally to sterile potato, he obtained pur© 
cultxcres of the anaerobes, 
A Clostridiun which ^ inogaratdsky isolated was 
found to produce brityric acid and acetic acid, the foraer 
predominating* the Duclaux a»thod the proportion of 
acetic acid to butyric acid was found to be 1 to 4, 
The butyric acid was of the normal type. Traces of the 
higher alcohols were also found* It was suggested that 
there were infinitesimal amounts of lactic acid. The 
gases produced in the fermentation were hydrogen and 
carbon dioxide, "^ith sririonia serving as a source of 
nitrogen, the arnoxint of hydrogen produced was always 
hi^, ustaally froia 60 to 75 percent; of the total gas 
volume. The organisa isolated was called Clostrldluax 
V^inogiradsky (51) isolated an anaerobe frm 
the soil and found that it fixed large aiaounts of 
nitrogen, producing butyric acid, acetic acid, carbonic 
acid and hydrogen in the feri^ntation of glucose. He 
believed that the organism synthesized asaaonia from the 
nitTOgen of the atiaosphere and the hydrogen ^iiich was 
liberated in its grotrth. Using pure cultures of the 
organism for nitrogen fixation tests he obtained 2S»0 and 
24.7 ffiilligrsms of nitrogen fixed in a nitrogen-free 
sjediun conteinin,^ 2 percent dextrose. The cul.tures 
were incubated in an stsiosphere of gaseous nitrogen. 
In 1902, iiiinogr&dsky (52) used a solid sedium 
free of nitrogen, for the Isolation and cultivation of 
anaerobic nitrogen-fixing bacteria. This medium contained 
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Dipotassluii pliosohcte {Y.2ll?0j^), . . 1.0 gB» 
Magnesium siiif&te (15^504. • • 0*2 ga. 
Sodim chloride (Had). •••••. 0,01 ga. 
Perrotis sulfate CFeS04.7H20) • « » « 0.01 ga» 
Man^nese sulfate (?aiS04«4^0). • « 0,01 gHi. 
O l u c o s e  • • • • • • • • • « • • • •  2 0 . 0  g o .  
Calcluia carbonate (CaCOg) • • . • • 5»0 gm. 
Agar. 15.0 gm. 
and Distilled t/ater 1000.0 cc. 
It aay be noted that this joedium is practically the sasis 
as that used txs^ the sasne investigator in 1894. In order 
to isolate pure cultures of Clostridiua pastexari^i^^TTn 
this laediuK isrss inoculsted r/ith garden soil and nitrogen 
f^es v?os pp-sssd over it. Dilntlcns tfere tasde by successive 
transfers into otiier porc-ions ot tiie sfcsie sedi^aai. The 
organisais were obtained in the spore stage and by heating 
a suspension to 80®C. the cultures were freed from any 
non-sporing contaminants. The organism assimilated at­
mospheric nitz»ogen and produced butyric and acetic acids 
in the f ejsaent&ticai of certain carbohydrates. 
H&selhoff and Bredemaim (23) found an 
anaerobic nitrc^en-fixing organism, which they called 
B. amylobacter^ in 137 out of 152 samples of surface 
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and subsoils of "both virgin and cultivated Rrsas, ?\jre 
cultures ot tbo Clostridiiaa tyi^e were found to be 
sifflilar in aitro^en-rixing capacity to those organisias 
studied by \vinogradsky. Calculetsd on the basis of 
1 grate of dextrose or aanaits, vrinogradsky found 2 to 
3 nilligraEs of nitrogen fixed while Easelboff and 
Bredsnann reported a fixation of 0.42 to 2.75 isilligrams. 
Bredem-snn (*?) o^-jserved that cultures of 
Clostrlc?i\at: r>g steijrl^nua lost T;iuch of their capacity 
to fix nitroi^sn lirhsn uhsy becaas old. Various sisthods 
had been employed to restore this power to the cultures 
and V;lnosc»ad^:y*s liquid saediua containing a very small 
amount of acasoniua sulfate had beai used with some 
success* Bredeaann lEv^igorated cultures by growing thea 
on sterile rich garden soil. The inoculated soil was 
incubated at 2S®C« for a asonth under anaerctoic condi­
tions and then under aerobic conditions until it was 
dry. Then by inoculating a few grams of this soil 
into a liquid rasdium a vigorous grov/th was obtained in 
24 to 56 hours. This laethod was especially successful 
rith some cultures, but failed v/ith others» 
Bscause of the .'Jrreat sfeilarity of all the 
"butyric scld •bscteri?. 3red-3sisnn (8) gave the name 
Bacillus amylob&cter et jpredeiaann zo ths entire 
group. Be claimed that the only basis for their dif-
Terentiation was the shape, size and position of the 
spore; isotility, response to and action upon certain 
media, energy soxirces and end products of metaboliss 
being extreaely varisble. Ke xised an anaerobic jar 
for the cultivation of anaerobic organisjas. Tlss et-
aosphere -sithin the Jar was displaced by gaseous 
nitrogen. The cultures i^ere gro^ on a solid siediusi 
containing; 
Witters peptone* •••••• 1.2 ga. 
Liebig*s meat extract. • • • 0.8 gsa. 
Sodiwa chloride {^aCl) ... 0.2 gm. 
Glucose. • • * ....• .. 1.0 go. 
A 5 7 D r  . . . .  . . . . . . . .  1 5 . 0  g j a .  
or 
^-^^~atin. . 1^0.0 gsi. 
and X^istilled w&ter» . . • • • •  1 0 0 0 . 0  c c .  
The reaction was slightly alkaline and this mediua 
perraitted the growth of nearly all the butyric acid-
foraing anaerctoes. 
Oasliansky and Solounskoff (51) isolated 
soil anaerobes by transfers to sterile potato and then 
they pasteurized the cultures at 75®C* for 10 saimites 
in order to kill any non-spore-foraing organisms which 
might be present, 
Oiaeliansky aai Solounskoff (32) ai^ Truffant 
and Bezssonoff (59) studied the anaerobic nitrog^a-
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flzing bacterid in soils and confirmed ths conclusions 
v&icb. liad been reaciied by V/inogrfidsky, The two latter 
worlcers found that partial sterilisation of the soil 
Tr'ith calcium sulfide increased not only the niimbers of 
Clostridiiai pastetgip.nua, but also their capacity to fix 
nitrogen. This stinulatii'e action of paartial steriliza­
tion ClznOy^vTec nfcer -'en-antcd cTiltura on glticose agar. 
It i5f£s concludec ctuit sooe conc~i^ion in Dho soil t.-as 
harmful to the developnent of the Clostridiua in 
artificial cultures. There no evidence of any 
injxupy, bot?e?er, when the cultures were grosm in dilu­
tions approaching 1:100,OCO« In an tmtre&ted soil vith 
a dilution of 1:10,000, 62 zailligrans of nitrogen were 
fired per liter of aediiffii. ^fith the ssjse soil in a 
dilution of 1:100,000, 61 ailligrsas wez^ fixed, h-ith 
the soil treated with calciuE sulfide and a dilution of 
1:10,000, 60 milligraias «ere fixed, but with the treated 
soil in a dilution of 1:100,000, 113 milligrans «^ere 
fixed. 
Truffaut and Besssonoff (40) found Clostriditna 
pastourianum cont&aiinsting sgar plp-tes used for the 
study o£ aerobes. Ihe organiaei •&&& identified by the 
follcwing points; 
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!• The Riorr^hologj of the Clostridixjm cor-
resoonded e:5:j:.ctly to thr,t. of the Knasrobic nitrogen 
fixer described by Vvinojjradslcy ia. 190£, 
2» It ^as gram positive. 
o. It a strict anaerobe. 
4» It showed great resistance to heat. 
S. Butyric acid fermentation occurred in 
deep tubes of glucose agar and bouillon. 
5. i'ke orgeaisa refused to groar in gelatin. 
7. It v^as found to fij: from 0.6 to 4.1 
ailligraras of nitrogen per 100 cc. of bouillon. 
In 1923, Truffaut and Bezssonoff (41) found 
tliat the concentration of sugar in the aediua greatly 
Influenced the fixation of nitrogen by aerobes and 
ut)on further studies founc thst so^e effect was pro­
duced upon fixation by i-nserobes ss \?ell. In both 
cases laore fixation occurred in the media containing 
the weaker concentrations of sugar. 
For comparison of aerobic Trith anaerobic 
nitrogen fixation, Truffaut and Bezssonoff (42) set up 
8 series of experiments. They used a mud taken fraa 
the plateau of Toussus-le-lJoble, which had a pE of 
5.88 and a total nitrogen content of 1.1 grams per 
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kilogram* One hundE'ed. and fifty grams of tMs soil ^ ere 
added to 900 cc. of a solution containing 0.542 grans 
of glucose per 100 cc, and an excess of CaCOs* A 
corrent of acaaonia-fpee air was tjassed through the first 
four flasks, and aisaonia-free nitrogen was passed through 
the last four flasks. A laineral ralxture containing 
sorae arrsaoniusi sulfate was added to flasks 3 and 4 
(aerobic) and V and 8 (anfterobic)^ In the anaerobic 
cultures coritftiring only CaCOj end glucose the total 
amounts of nitrogen fixed wers o5 f-.nd 29 ir.illigi'anis, 
while in the ainerai laixture containing nitrogen as 
aznmonium sulfate S4 and 25 lailligrasis were fixed* There 
were 12 and 15 milligraas fixed in the aerobic culttires 
with glucose and calcium carbonate and 23 and 19 milli­
grams fixed in the laineral solution. 
McCoy, Higby and Fred (50) found indications 
of more than 100,000 anaerobes per gram of soil. The 
soil sample was taken from a rich garden* As s conti»ol 
on this count they jaade a dilution coxant on a pure 
cult^ire of an anaerobe knowi by direct count to contain 
one billion cells per cc* and found only one million 
organisias. This indicates the variability that may 
occur in counting ?. nnerobeis, Those investigators state 
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that it is practically impossible to determine accurately 
the numbers of anaerobes in soils for counts by the plate 
method or by dilutions in liqtiid and agar laedia tca-
doTibtedly cive nix-nbers which zre far below the act'oal 
numbers present in the soil. They did conclude froia 
their resiilts, however, that there were more anaerobes 
in the soil than aei^bic Azotob&cter and that the 
anaerobes may be active in the soil imder two natTiral 
conditions, either independently, imder anaerobic condi­
tions, as in the crud of river bottons, or in association 
^?ith aerobes even in v;ell aerated soils, 
Domer (17) reported that the optintaa reaction 
for the growth of Clostridiian pasteurianua was pK 6,9 to 
7»3 but that the organism would develop at pE 5«7» 
Aerobes were eliminated fix«a anaerobic cultures by inocu­
lating a pasteurized soil extract into tubes of ni^lted 
agar xaedium, and ^ en the agar had cooled and solidified, 
2 cc« of salted pgsr ccntsining a 0»2 per cent solution 
of laercuric chloride isere poured on the surface of the 
cooled agar and the tiibes closed with rub'oer stoppers* 
?"ak3iBan (44) reported that Clostridium 
pa steuriamcR, the best fenown of the nitrogen-fixing 
anaero%>e3, was abundant in acid soils, ssore acid than. 
pE 6»0. 
In 1930, V;alker and Brown (46) found that 
no nitrogen fixation occurred \vhen the silica gel plate 
aethod Tras used with Grundy silt Icasi having a pH of 
5.4 to 5*6, undoubtedly due to the absence of aerobic 
nitrogen-fixing bacteria in this soil* Kitrogen fixa­
tion was (Astained, however, when solution cultures were 
employed with this soil, aiie difference in results ob­
tained by the two aethods was attrilsited to the fixation 
of nitrogen by anaerobic bacteria •ehich unqiiestionably 
^'ere favored by the solution cultttre sethod. 
'"illis and "alker (48) reported approxiiaately 
36,000 anaerobes yy?v of Csrrington loam with a 
pH of 7.2, and 55,000 anaerobes por ^-ram of Orundy silt 
loam Tffith a pH cf 5»3 to 5.4» in iaost cases with these 
two soils there were about as toaay anaeis>bes at a depth of 
12 to 18 inches as at 1 to 8 incheso It should be pointed 
out that these counts were actually made upon the nuabers 
of anaerobic nitrogen-fixing organisms rather than upon 
the entire anaerobic flora of the soils# The aediiaa 
used did not contain a source of nitrogen and the organisms 
must have had the power to fix nitrogen in order to 
develop. Aerobes and anaerobes were about eqiially 
efficient in fixing nitrogen in solution cultures 
inoculated with one graH or with five grams of soil* 
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Aerobic fixation vfes practically negli^ibls in solution 
cultures inoculated wltia subsoil, bu& tliis inoculation 
in anaerobic solution cultures i»esulted in even larger 
amounts of nitrogen fixed than when surface soil v^as 
used as the inoculisa* It was concluded that certain 
acid soils in loara supported a con^aratively large 
anaerobic population and that they probably played an 
is^portant role in the process of nitrogen fixation in 
these soils, either in conjunction with aerobes in 
slightly acid soils or acting alone in strongly acid 
soils* 
3urk (IS) recently reported that under proper 
experimental conditions grov?th of ^zotobacter takes 
place st 8 pH r/ell 6.0 and also under contpletely 
anaerobic conditions. He observed that iwhsn urea, 
amacmla or nitrate v&s used as the nitrogen source In 
the aediun, the limit of growth occurred at pH 4.8 to 
5«0« Growth in the total absence of oxygen gas was 
obtained when a suitable substitute hydrogen acceptor 
was supplied# Nitrate or nitrite served well in this 
capacity* The rate of growth and the energy consumption 
was only about one-tenth as great under anaei»obic 
conditions, hosfever. Be also observed that a Iot con­
centration of carbon dioxide was required for anaerobic 
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grasrbh,depeJDding soraewhat upon the pH. Just %'hs.t iriight 
have been the ezact coisditions of BTark^s e^cper-iiaents is 
not knoKn, but his observations certainly indicate tijat 
under certain conditions aeny aeaxsbes saay be active 
•under completely anaerobic conditions and also that 
anaerobes, xBoder favorable conditions, may carry on 
their life processes norraally in an abundance of free 
oxjfrerim evlrMnce niov.~ this line will be pointed 
OU.O J.£uSr« 
Burk (12) laade xise of ciae ktarbur^ aonouiecers 
to stiitdy the cheskical mechanism of nitrogen fixation by 
Azotobacter* He determined the consuuiption of gaseous 
nitrogen by contrasting results obtained -sith culture 
medium containing aaiaonia-nitrogen and results obtained 
using a nitrogen-free aiediuis. The anunonla-nitrogen was 
twenty tiaes that necessary to prevent all fixation of 
nitrogen. Ail tjo© aanoaeter vessels were filled with 
a gaseous siixture of nitrogen containing 2.1 per cent 
oxygon. Azotobacter vinelandli was allowed to groY/ for 
14 hours, -sFhen 97 to ICX) per cent of the total oxygen 
was consumed in all the vessels. The ratio of nitrogan 
decrease to oxyr.'^.n c'lcr-^nse v'ss found to be -9.8/-231, 
or 4.2 per cent, rhe iiianometer readings correspc^ded 
to 12 cubic Hilliiaeters of nitrogen and 282 cubic 
19-
siilliEisters of oxygen consunied* At 0.2 atsosphere of 
oxygen, nitrogen wr.s fix-?<2 st an appreciable rate only 
above C.G5 £;tr!:os~ii:sre, £T:d t'5nr!ed to reach, s laaxlstcc 
valxis at about 5 Co 10 atiiospiieres. i'hs rate of fixa­
tion was foru3d to be almost directly proportional to 
the pressure of nitrogsn between 0,05 end 0.5 atnosphere 
In the presence of hraaic acid or 0«05 atmosphere of 
oxygen, which increased the rate of growth, the pro­
portionality began at 0 atisosphore of nitrogen. 
Burk points out that huaic acid was not 
directly concerned in the cheiaical mechanisa oi' fixation 
yet it increased the rate and efficiency of nitrogen 
fixation, and also decreased the limiting available 
nitrogen pressirre to below 0.05 etaiosphere* 
Batchelor and Currie (5) determined the nxca-
bers of aerobic snd anaerobic non-syiabiotic nitrogen-
fixiTig bscteris in the soil of tr^o sections of the five-
year rot&tion fertility plots at tiie Ohio Agricultural 
Experiment Station. They found that plots receiving 
asnttpe contained fewer Azotobacter than did unmen-ured 
plots# With only one exception unlisied plots contained 
no Azotobacter. Plots having received potash and 
^osphate did not support as great an Azotobacter popu­
lation as tin treated plots. Counts of Clostriditaa 
'20-
lyatyrlcttm were nmde on unliBsed ends of the sase plots 
from Tffhich tbe Azotobacter counts ^ eTe taken* In 
contrast ?fith the results with Azotobacter the ferti­
lized plots supported a greater popiilation than did 
the checic plots* Individual san5>les from the limed gyfi 
unlised ends of the two sections of plots were tested 
for their nitrogen-fixing capacity. On tbe limed ends 
cf the plots an inverse relation was found between 
Azotobacter population end nitrogen-fixing ability of 
the soil while on the tmlimed ends there hss a direct 
relation between Clostridiijni T>opulstion and nitrogen-
fisin^ ebilitje On these plots c direct relation was 
foxmd between Clostridiua populution and com yields; 
this was true with counts mde both in the spring artd 
in the fall, the number of organ!sas being, in laost 
plots, approxizaately twice as great in the fall. So 
stich relation was obtained for other crops in the ro­
tation, however. 
Batchelor (4) recently found that iizotobacter 
vvea^s absent in all soils more acid than pH 6«0 in the 
same five-year rotation fertility plots* The soils did 
support appreciable anaerobic growth, however* Appli­
cations of nitrogenous fertilizers resulted in an 
Increase in the numbers of Azotobacter, bttt the effect 
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of racnurs, phosphate or potash, singly or in coabination, 
was to reduce the Azotohactsr population. On the acid 
plots, epplicstlons of fertilisers increased the an­
aerobic flora. 
I^ng'reli (Tc) fctmd 100 to 1,000,000 anaerobes 
and 0 to 1C0,0CC aerobes C'-?.pable of fixin? nitrogen in 
one graEi of soil, lie also found that tho soil froa 
plots receiving sodiusa nitrete contained several times 
as many Bacillus astylobacter as /-zotobscter. The seme 
was true of plots •©hich received no nitrogen but only 
potassium or phosphorus fertilizers. 
'fruffaut and gezssonoff (58) concluded froa 
the results of a series of investigations that there 
were from 10 to 100 ti..es as aiany anaerobes as Azoto-
bacter in soils. They studied the effect of partial 
sterilization of soil upon Clostridiua pasteurianum, 
using sscaples of 15 different soils fro© Tunis and 
SJorocco. Ten cultures inoculated with mtrea-ted 
soils end ferrrrcntction occurred in only three. But 
when soil p&rtially sterilized with cslcium sulfide 
was xised for inoculation ferssentation occurred in 8 of 
the 10 cultures within 8 days. 
Marino (28) in 1907, developed a methc^ of 
isolating anaerobes ^ -hich consisted in inoctilating 
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seruffi iato o5 or* 40 cc» oi' 0.5 per ceat j^lucosa in large 
tribes* One cc« of this suspension xia.a transferred to 
fresh gelatine and a sezdLes of diliitions made, keeping 
the temperature above the laelting point of the gelatine. 
The inoculated mediua was then poured into sterile 
petri dishes and alloved to solidify. Upon this solid 
aediuni a half of a smaller sterile petri dish was placed, 
flat side doim, end the whole covered with the upper half 
of the dish. Colonies ^ hich developed were drawn up in 
a sterile pipette. 
Buchanan (10) prepared an inset-tube with 
the lower end sealed around s shorter and s *3igl37jI*0V'037 
tube which extends tipvf&.rd in the center as a vent. The 
Tippf^T' end is fitted r-ith p -rtxh^'ev stopper ^ rhich serves 
the dual purpose of suspandiri^ t-he inset above the 
culture medium and hermetically sealing the culture tube. 
This appliance serves as a safe receptacle for an 
absorptive adjcture and a free passage for the limited 
aasouht of air within the tube. Alkaline pyi^ogallate 
was f oiznd to be the best absorbing aixture ai^ 1 gram 
of pyro^ilic acid and 10 cc. of 10 per cent potassium 
hydroxide for every 100 cc. of air space was found to 
b© the sK>st satisfactory proportions for the mlxtuxe. 
Accordizig to Eall (22) and Bo§z (6), laethylea© 
blue is a very successful cJriterion of anaerobiosis. 
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A trace of aethylene "blue in alkaline gliicose broth, 
containing beef extract and peptone decolorized in 
the absence of air and reaiained decolorized indefinitely* 
F.lion again exposed to the air the color rettirrisd to the 
solution. Hall found that carbon dioxide, as well as 
oxygen vs.s an effective fssctor in the recoloration of 
decolorized nethylen^ blue. 
Heller Ci;5; su^jji^rized aany procedures for 
isolating anaerobes and pointed out sosse fundasaental 
principles which should be observed in such v;ork. vvhile 
most of her own work was with pathogenic organisms or 
those iiaportsnt in laedical research, site also gave 
attention to the handling of other anaerobes, including 
soil forms. A detailed procedure for separating sporulat-
ing anaerobes fronr ncsa-spc»rulating anaerobes by cultural 
methods was described. Heating, use of selective media, 
sycjbionts for enriching certain types, specific 
resistance, dyes, selective teaperatures, and isolations 
by various colony aiethods veve also described. 
Heller states that the deep colony method 
is r.ore setisfactorj then the surfs ce col on j method 
for isolatiii^ anaerobes becaujse it is less cunibersoiae 
and more reliable. Briefly, the procedure for this 
method is this: A mixed culture or the material from 
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which the ofganisr^s p.T»e to "he isolated is shaken with 
sterile sec sand in boiled egsr-r tubes, t^">e systeriei 
pasteurized and inoculated into a series o£ agar tubes, 
dilutions being made by the successive inoculations. It 
is suggested that in separating aerobes fsroia anaerobes 
the suspension be placed in s "burette end allowed to 
re?nsin for a few hours; this *rill permit the aerobes to 
migrate to the surface ^ ?here oasygen is available end 
the anaerobes to develop near the bottom. The lofter 
portion aay then be draim off. 
After the colonies develop in the deep tubes 
of agar the column of agar is blown out and the colonies 
transferred to a nev? series of tubes by of a 
Pasteur capillary • This procedure may be r^jdified to 
meet specific recviT>eT.er,ts. 
Bushnell (14) fouad rnstsllic phosphorus 
especially effective for rejaoving ojcygen within an 
aluainum pressure cooker •sthich served as an anaerobic 
culture jar» He observed no detrimental effects caused 
by the liiosphorus* Water was used to absorb the phos­
phorus acid anhydrides forced through the absorption. 
Fuhrnann and Pribram (21) enroloyed a bearer 
of 1nd1go indicator in en anaerobic apparatus. The 
indigo changes Stoo. blue to colorless in solutions 
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liaving a stifficiently lo^ osridation-reduction potential. 
It is possible to prepare a carefully standardized 
solution of indigo in sulfuric acid, sodiun carbonate, 
phenol end glucose wiiich. li'ill remain blue in contact 
«itli oxygen, but is promptly decolorized in its absence. 
The disappearance of color indicates that the partial 
p^ess^lre of oxygen has been reduced below the point at 
which it T7ill interfere T/lth the growth of strict 
anse-zvibes* 
Peeled r^,-? pots.to "es used tj Carroll and 
Hastings (15} to absorb oa^ygen and also to furnisii 
carbon dioxide for the gro^vth of anaerobes, rhe 
aethod ^ &s adapted to both tube and plate cultures. 
They obtained more satisfactory results i^ith rasr ^'ege-
table tissue than with al]fealine pyrogallic acid. 
Eeirmann (.26) found palladiioaized asbestos, 
ssith an electric bulb serving as a heating unit, to be 
very effective to initiate deoarygenation in an anaerobic 
culture jar. After sealing the lid on the jar with 
moulding clay hydrogen gas i?as passed through the Jar 
to remove as laueh air as possible. The flow of air was 
then almost shut off snd the outlet tube to the jar was 
closed- The eldctric current isEiediately ttcroed on 
and the bulb v;ithin the jar heuted the palladl'OMizad 
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asbsstosy susi>0i^ed around it by laeans ot copper aesh, 
thus bringing about the cstaljzing action# After about 
5 xainutes the flot? of hydr-ogeTi gas "J^as stopped the 
curT^nt coritlriued for* rbout ?-5 nlr!'atGs» This laethod 
was round to b© especially s^tisl's^ctory in isolating 
obligate anaerobic aiicroSrnanisms, as factiitative 
anaerobes failed to f:ror,* under such conditions. 
Kendall (27) gi»sw cultures of aerobic bacteria 
in various siedia and studied their nitrogenous netabolisa. 
He jaade quantitative deternrl,nation of total nitrogen, 
protein nitrogen, non-protein nitrogen, polypeptide 
nitrogen, aaiino nitrogen and free acsEionia, The nitrogenous 
metabolisH varied ?.'ith the organisE iised as -sfell as sith 
the mediiaiB employed. 
Andex»son (2) studied ths gaseous sE»tabolism 
of some pathogenic anaerobas. ,nfter v/orking out standardized 
methods for her 5!nal7sis she found that the gases produced 
in rreatest phundcnce vrere carbon Sioxide and hydrogen. 
Saaller amounts of nitrogen sere forissd. Tis odorous 
gas produced was largely hydrogen sulfide, which cchs-
posed but 2 to 3 per cent of the total gas volume. She 
suggested tist the foul odor of anaerobic feaaentstion 
was also due to the presence of volatile aaines, thio-
ethers, and aiercaptans. Ko evidence of asaionia, nitrous 
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oxide, carbon aonoxids or n»thane waa fo^Ind in her 
experiiaents. The changes in the constituent gases in 
the mixture obtained from the cultures by means of the 
quotient ratio from the fraction ^ ^eS^e ^  were 
observed. The higher the percentage of hydrogen the 
nearer unity became the ratio. She claisis that the 
anaerobes can be classified according to their gaseous 
ajetaboiism. 
Parsons and Sturges (53) conducted a series 
of studies upon various qusaatltative aspects of the 
Tsetabollaa of enserobes. They inoculated a known 
q'liHntifcy of rrtsnt sjedltis, T^ss adjusted to pH values 
ranging frosi 5«S to 9.0, Kith a strain of Clostrldlua 
putrefaciens and incubated the cultures at 20®C. for 
varying periods. The change in amino nitrogen was taken 
as an index of the extent of grorerth. They found the 
optinwm initial pE for this oisanisia to be 8.0 ± 0.5, 
but the zone of good growth was fairly \ride. It was 
observed also that the inflxience a£ initial pH was 
less marked in older cultures# Large quantities of 
amtaonia and volatile acids were produced in their 
cultures and when growth ^ as once Initiated these 
materials tended to lower the pH of the alkaline mediuia 
rapidly, and to raise the pH of the acid aiedliaa. 
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As will b© pointed out later, vsry similar chfijiges in 
reaction of the laadiua have been observed in the stvjdies 
or soil enaerobes reported i^re. The cail tares ishich 
these investigators grew on a medltrs hnving an optiaua 
initial pFT gave final values of 7,0 to 7.2. The initial 
pH of the ex'^rted e .cr-reat ir^fltience upon the 
iriorpholo(;y of the c-rjrsnisiis. In sn acid rssdita, long 
thick rods were produced and ximny thick f ilaaents, 
while in an alkaline aediua thinner a-xad Sorter rods 
•with many chains and bulbs "Sfere fomed isfiitch evidenced 
the early stages of sporulation. 
In the second of the series of reports 
parsons and Stiipges (54) sheared that ClostridiuB 
putrefaciens produced one laoleciile of volatile acid 
for each molecule of aaaonia through dea^slni2atio^. pro­
cesses in gelatin and meat aedia. So non-volatile &cid 
^sras produced in the meat mediusi, and though they had no 
ezperiffiental evidence in gslatin, yet they thought it 
logical to infer that none was produced. Proa their re­
sults they ccncl-jc.ec'; e -reductive deaminizatlon was 
taking place, prob&bly s^ccording to the reaction: 
R.CEHI^.COCE -r H2 —> S2.Ci^.C00KH4. This process would 
result in the fOTiaation of saturated acids. On ttie two 
laedis mentioned apprcoclasately one aole of carbon di­
oxide far three B»les of amaonia isras ppodticed by this 
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org&nlsBu It v;as su^ested the reductive doeniniza-
tlonwas complicated by a siasaltaneous ptroceas yielding 
carboai dloxid©« 
According to Pai^ons and Stijrges (34), gela­
tin yields, up<m complete hydrolysis, sjnall eaoiznts 
of dibasic mono amino acids while laeat yields relatively 
large quantities of these. Yet Clostridiiaa putrefaciens 
gives the saaie 'Volatile acid-asanonie® ratio with the two 
substances, so the authors concluded that the 
deaainization and carbon diozido-producing mechanism 
was highly specific, it being evident that only certain 
amino acids could be attacked^ 
In th© third psTjer, Parsons and Sttirges (55) 
report s. reisarksble consistency in the proportions of 
volatile acids produced in ti© xas^&t aediuia by caany strains 
of Clostridium putrefaciens at all ages, ^sbich is in 
opposition to results of other wca?kers lising different 
organisaa* The volatile acids produced by the anaerobe 
were acetic, Iwityrlc and valeric acids, the average pro­
portions in mole percentage being acetic 85, butyric 6, 
and valeric 9 percent* 
'walker (45) used en ae3?ati<»i train consist­
ing of three divisions to study carbcm di(Kide and 
anEuonia prodrajtion bf ralciToSrganiaas* The first divisi<m 
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was & purification tr&in consisting one gas-vashing 
botti© containing strong pot&ssitoa iiydroxide for the 
reiaoval of carbon dioxide, a second gas-washing bottle 
containing stroixg siilfiiric acid for the resoval of 
amiaonia, a glass cylinder containing distilled i»ater as 
a trap against aiechanical entrainaent from the acid, and 
a sinaller c^rlinder containin-:; distilled ^yater and 
hrom thTinol blue inciector for a check on the purity of 
the atisosphere, xhe culcure bottlo coiiscitux;ed the 
second division* This bottle was a sterile Dreschel 
lo6r' fora glass-stoppered gas-washing bottle of 250 cc« 
capacity, and contained the culture aiadiiaa and the 
experiaental organiaas. The cultiire bottle vves kept in 
s water bath at 57^C» An absorption train made up the 
third division. The first unit was a cylinder equipped 
^ith a Folin aiamonia absorption bell and containing a 
known quantity of standard sulfuric acid for the 
absorption of anszaonia aerated from the cultijre. The 
second imlt ms en Erlenmeyer flask eqxiipped with a 
Brady-'^yer absorption tube which contained a knovixi 
quantity of standard "bsriuia hydroxide for absorbing 
the carbon ciosice fron: the c-ul t.iire. A ssiall potash 
bulb containing satuz-ated b&riu^ii hydroxide served as a 
check upon the efficiency of the absorption tube* Air 
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wa3 drawn throu^ the train, aerating the colttore, and 
carrying the aamonia and carbon dioxide produced in the 
culttire into the respective Rbsorption units. The 
aissonis absorbed was detenaineG by neutralization and 
direct liesslerization of an aliquot portion. Carbon 
dioxide was determined by titration of the excess barium 
Isydroxide with standaj^d hydrochloric acid, carbon di­
oxide re:nainin.^ pz^cirsitcted es baritam carbonate, A 
modlfIcPtion of this PTipfiratus was employed in studying 
csrbon epoxide production soil nnsarobes ;rhich is 
reported in tJois paper* 
Burk (11) states that nitrogen-fixation will 
take place even with the liberation of energy or free 
energy if either o^gen or hydrogen or other gases, 
whose standard free energies are close to zero, are in­
volved to form nitrate, aaaonia, cyanide or other com­
pounds* Ee shoisrs that ths3?e are only two general condi­
tions where nitrogen fixation can require energy. These 
are, first, if nitrogen reacts with, sone coispound like 
water with an already high negative free energy of 
foraation and where negligible oxidati<ai of nitrogen 
would occur, and second, if the plant does not take 
advantage of woT^rinf: fit concentrations ?i'here the pro­
cess woula yield free sr^ergy. 
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According to l^ilson srsd Peterson C49) an 
important fact is often overlooked in comparing nitrogen-
fixation "oj sncTerobes vfith that of aerobes* They explain 
thet an erronec:;? conceotlon lir^s corn's sbout becaxise of 
the relatively saali aiaoujits oi' nitrotien fixed 'oy an­
aerobes when calculated on the basis of graas of carbo­
hydrate used# /jaaerobes xaay be even laore efficient in 
fixing nitrogen than aerobes. The point often over­
looked is the f oz^aation of another product during the 
process, nanely, butyric acid, with its high energy con­
tent. If glucose is broken down by Clostridium. 
paste'ariani?^} accor-ding to the equation: 
CeHigOg —> 2C02 + C3E7CCOH -4- 2E2 
-^po = 54.5 kg.- cal. 
-iF® is less thsn one-tenth the corresponding value fop 
the cosiplete co::ibustion of ,-;lucose to carbon diozide 
and T^'cter bj AEotobncter. Here the process requires 
+6B5.S kg.- cal. ihese t'co iivorkers s'liate txi&i it is 
not at all probable that the isechsnisia of nitrogen 
fixation by anaerobes and aerobes is the same. Because 
of the large quantities of hydrogen liberated by 
anaerobes in the destruction of carbohydrates it is 
suggested that the fixation would t^e place according 
to the equation: 
2/2 H2(g) 5/2 il2(s) —^ ilHs (Aqj 
-4F0 = 4- kg.- cel. 
If this reaction occurs in tha cell the value of -4F 
v:ould vary according to the concentrations of the various 
substances concerned, on the basis of this equation 
BuchfiTian end Fulaer C9j calculated the iiolality of the 
amonia in equilibriun rrith 0*8 ataosphere of nitrogen 
and varying partial pressures of hydrogen, kt the 
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pressure of lO*"* atr^osphere hydrogen, \5hich is the 
partial prossu-^e of h:Tdr>o~on in the air according to 
liuri-; Clij, SiOls-liiy of uhs in cquili"bri"uni 
would be x 10""2^ jj-iie reeciiioa takes place in the 
liquid j^se and the fixed nitrogen would appear as 
ionized The equilibriun. concentration vi-ould be 
affected by the ?K of the cell. At neutrality, leith a 
pressure of 0*8 atiaosphere of nitrogen and 10*~^ etaos-
phere of hydrogen, the woxild reach a concentration 
of 11.9 s 10"^ before the free energy sign T/ould become 
positive# Frosx these data *»ilson and Peterson (49} 
conclude that fixation of nitrogen by anaerobes nrust be 
exothenaic* The energy derived frcca carbohydrate 
breal£do»n is used for ptirposes other thsn nitrogen 
fixation. 
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EXPERiaENTAL 
Since many of the soils of Iowa are too acid 
to support active Azotobacter growth, and since, in 
spite of this fact, soae non-symbiotic nitrogen fixation 
does occur, it appeared very desirable to study the 
anaerobic nitrogen-fixing Clostridia which do live in 
these acid soils. Soms evidence has been obtained 
which indicates that this ^ roup of organisms is re­
sponsible for at least a part of the nitrogen fixed in 
the acid soils of Iov/a« 
The presence of relatively large numbers of 
nitrogen-fixing Clostridia in son® widely distributed 
acid soils of Iowa has been pointed out in a previous 
paper (48). It has also been shown that appreciable 
aiiio\ints of nitrogen are fixed in anaerobic solution 
cultures of these soils. In fact it appeared that the 
nitrogen-fixing capacity v/as as high under anaerobic 
conditions as when air was present. 
The purpose of the experiments reported in 
this paper has been four-fold. First, to develop satis­
factory snserobic culture methods, both for the isolation 
of pure cultures of the anaerobic nitrogen-fixisrs froa 
the soil and also for the handling of the cultures 
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during nitrogen fixation tests; second^, to duteraiine tlie 
reaction reqtiiresjents of the bacteria for 
nitrt^en-flxaticKi; third, to study the nitrogen cieta'oolisai 
of pure and mixed cultures of nitrogen-fixing anaerobes 
for the purpose of learning the forms of nitrogen repre­
sented in "fixed" nitrogen and the processes accon^anying 
nitror:<;n fixr-tionj fo"arth, to determine the produc­
tion of carbon dioxiae as iniiuencec by varying aedia 
and also to deterzaine the soxirce of the carbon dioxide in 
anaerobic fersientation. 
Methods 
Development of Suitable Anaerobic 
Culttire Methods 
!rhe aethod einployed to isolate pure ciiltures 
of the nitrogen-fixing Clostridia from soils was as 
follows; 
Five grams of soil were aixed with 100 cc« 
of Y?inogradslc3r*s sterile glucose-peptone liquid medium^ 
in a sterile flask and p few sterile glass beads were 
added snd the T^lTt'j-re sbs"^rsn vigoTXJusly. After the 
solids had settled, the supernatant suspension was 
'This mediua contains 5 grams of peptcme, 
5 grams of beef extract, and 5 graiss of 
glucose per 1000 cc» of tap tv'ater. 
Fred end t^akssaan (20)« 
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filtered tiiroiisi: several layers of sterile cloth. 
Part cf the filtrate was Uien placed in a 50 cc» burette 
and allowed to stand for about 12 hours. This procedure 
allowed the aerobes to taigrate tCKf/ard the surface cf the 
rjeditaa ^srhere oKygen t?cs present and the anaerobes could 
remain suspended in the lc??er layers. After standing, 
the lower portion of the suspension in the burette v/as 
run out into a sterile test tube ejad pasteurized in a 
water bath at 70-72®C« for 10 minutes. 
Tubes of the saiae mediujs, to which 15 gi'ajns 
of agar per liter had been added were prepared for 
successive dilutions bj heating the tubes until the agar 
boiled for 1 or 2 mlnxites^ The tubes were "trapped in a 
cloth, fro bonds, md then shal-rcn. The 
nediUE V.C.S boiled again for 2 sinutes and coded to 45®C. 
The purpose of the boiling was to expel the oxygen f ran 
the mediUEU Pour tubes were used for each series of 
dilutions and for each culture. 
Tube 1 was Inociilated with a loopful of the 
suspension and rolled and tipped several tiiass so as to 
distribute the organisms throughout the raedima. 
Portions of this suspension were transferred 
to a second tube of nediua by means of a Pasteur pii>ette. 
These pipettes are prepared by heating saiall pieces of 
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glass tubing in a flaas froa a fan attachjsent on a Bunsen 
burner, and drawing the tubing tc capillary size* 
Jaedium from tube 1 was drawn into a flased pipette by 
capillary force to about 2 inches. This mediiim was 
expelled into tiibe 2 which was rolled and tipped as 
number 1* The pipette sbs again flamed and 2 inches of 
this susoension were e^xelled into tube 3» This tube 
ras sh£>en enc? f.nd 2 irches of this taedium were 
transferred to the fourth tub;, v.hlch t«gs y.lso rolled 
and tipped* All the tubes aere incubated at 51*^C« for 
about 4 days, or laatil tiny colonies appeared. If the 
colonies were allowed to become large the gas produced 
T^ould break the agar and pernit conteaination from one 
colony to another. 
The tribes were studied with a hand lens and 
the colonies to be used were selected, care being taken 
not to select those appearing nearer than one-half inch 
to the surface of the agar® The colxmm of agar vas 
forced out by means of a Pasteur pipette bent at a right 
angle where the capillary began and the sealed tip "was 
broken off. This pipette "sas flaaed and inserted along 
the side to fhe ^ otto:n of t^ie tu"b=^, reiaoved, and the 
agar forced out. The pipette was inse-rted and 
the column of agar bloTOX out into a sterile half petri 
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dish* r-ith a sTnalle?* •oiTJStte having a rubber ttabe attached, 
the desired colony "as ur; expelled into th© 
first of another series of sitar tubes# If tiio desired 
coloi^ was esibedded in the agar a sterile spatula was used 
to cut the agar column* Dilutions into successive tubes 
of melted agar were again made from the colonies picked, 
using 1 series of tubes for each colony. The colonies 
in the last 5 tubes in this second series should iDe pure 
cultures of anaerobes. 
The other aethods requiring detailed descrip­
tion are those involved in the preparation and handling 
of anaesrobic cultxzres during nitrogen fixation and nitro­
gen aetaboliaa studies. 
For the prellainary studies on nitrogen fixa­
tion, a Ip-rge bell jar, 15 by 11 inches, and fitted with 
cn irlet snd sn tube the tor>, served as an 
anaerobic jar. i.ida lacuuh e.xtraction flasks of 150 cc. 
capacity were used as culture flasks. Fifty cc. of 
medium were placed in each flask and after it was 
inoculated a very thin and loosely fitting cotton plug 
•eras placed in the neck. The large bell jar ^ ouM 
accocnodate 22 of these extraction flasks if a shelf 
?!ras used. The culture flasks were properly arranged 
and the bell jar inverted over tbam and sealed to a 
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plftte glass bottoa with, a 1:1 mixtvcre est petroletaa Jelly 
and paraffin. Kitrogen gas was passed into the bell jar 
through the inlet tube ^ hich extended only to the under 
surface of its top* One end of the outlet txibe extended 
to the bottom of the jar, the other eiid leading out into 
a small flask containing vsater. xhe flow of gas was 
regulated by screw clamps and the rate of flow was ob­
served by noting the bubbles in the -^ter. The nitrogen 
gas was allowed to flo^" steadily through the jar for 
24 hours.: t>'« irJ.ot p.nd outlet, tubes v/ere then closed. 
This period of tiae v;a.s fouria to be siiTi'icient to dis­
place practically all the oxygen in the entire bell jar, 
as was evidenced by the discoloration of methylene blue 
in similarly stoppered flasks at varying positions in 
the jar. The absence of osygen vras further evidenced 
by the failure of aerobes to gro^ within the flasks. 
Two large rcsind aquaria jars were also employed as an­
aerobic jars with the same success. This method per­
mitted the use of many ciiltures at <aae time and greatly 
facilitated the experimental work. 
In the nitrogen metabolism studies, it was 
necessary to develop a method for taking an aliquot from 
the culture at frecuent intervals Tsrithout introducing 
air or contaminating organisms. Consequently the 
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snaerobic japs jiist described, could not be used, and 
other methods had to be adopted. 
F.rleniaeyer flasks of SOO cc« or 1 liter 
capacity were enployed as culture flasks. Each flask 
was equipped with a fVKD-hole rubber stopper. Through, 
one hole a glass tube e^stezided to isrithin one-fourth inch 
of the bottom of the flask and upward about 2 inches 
above the stopper. Through the other hole there was 
another glass tube bent at a right angle just above the 
stopTjer and extending only to its under surface. Saall 
pieces of rubber tubing v^ere connected to each tube to 
\vhich 'c-irch Cj.arr.os -^sre fttsichcd. Tho connections trejre 
seaiad shellac, iiie long tube servec as & connec­
tion to a nitr<^en tank ®hich farced the gas into the 
flask; the gas bubbled through the nediusi and passed 
out throTigh the short tube. This long tube also served 
as an attachsient for a pipette for withcSrawing s saaiple 
of the culture raediiaa. 
As a saaple of ctilture mediua was withdrawn, 
nitrogen gas was allowed to pass into the flask through 
the short tube and fill the space. In order to do this 
an apparatus was devised inrhereby nitrogen gas was kept 
under only a slight pressure, so that the flow of nitro­
gen autoiaatically ceased vyhen the out-flow ctf medium "was 
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3topped» 
This ?,pp£ratus consisted of a glass tube about 
12 inches long and 2 inches in diameter and closed at one 
end by means of a one-hold rubber stopper fitted r-'ith a 
glass tube V7h5.cl": e^rte-nded from the inner sid'^. of the 
stoppor to £'boi;t ?? irches on outsidfj, A rubber tube 
about lb incnes in length u-iis comiscted a.t one arid Vi'lth 
the glass tube and the other end tsras supplied with a 
pinch clanp. The cylinder ?.'as inverted in another larger 
cjlind'r which v/as just high enough to fully contain the 
smaller one* Adhesive tape v;as strapped across the top 
of the larger cylinder so as to prevent the inner cylinder 
fron rising the other isrss filled with v;-ater. A long 
piece of siaall-bore glass tubing vyas bent at .right angles 
near one end to for® an L, and placed between the tr/o 
cylindors; the lower end extending \inder the bottom rim 
of the inner cylinder and upward about: 1 inch so that a 
flow of gas was trapoed in the inverted cylinder• 
The large ct-rlind^v was filled v/ith W'&ter and 
the ninch els ran on the rubber tubo of t>4C inverted 
cylinder was released* ilore ?sater was added luaT^il both 
cyli32de3?s ^ere fiill. A nitrogen tank was then connected 
with the long glass tube (intake tube) and, the pinch 
clasap closed, the gas was forced slorrly into the inner 
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cyliader, causing cii© aispiaceci ^ aier zo overflov; froai 
the largo cvliador. WnQn abcRit oOO cc. o£ tlie -i^ater in 
the s.'sall cylinder l^d bssn displaced the piacii clamp 
was released and bhe gas allo'wed to pass through the 
entire apparafos for several Einut^s, until the absorbed 
oxjgsn in the water ivas carried out and p'ore nitrogen gas 
was left in the cylinder. By closing the pinch clsiap and 
allowing zha flow of nitrogen to continue 'until all the 
^(Vater in the cylind^>r •;v£s displaced, the nitrogen gas was 
obtained imder slight pressure and served very effectively 
to coniponsate for the reduced pressure and to fill the 
culture flask as a samole vvas ritbdrawn. 
At the •heginnin- of an experi-ment the culture 
flssT-3 were ElT;vJi77 3 nearly fill'Bd 'i ith -Ti-sdiuni, when 500 cc* 
cuitvire flasks were Viseo. i>£o cc. oi' iiediuxa were added, and 
1000 cc. were added to the 1 liter flasks. 
After the saedium in the flasks was inoculated, 
the sxaall space of air above the aadiuni was displaced as 
completely as possible by a swiffc direct flow of nitrogen 
gas» fhe flasks were then closed and tihe long intake tube 
was connected -Kith the nitrogen tank, both pinch clamps 
veve released, and a steady flow of the gas was passed 
throu^ the flask for 15 minutes,bubbling through the 
aedlum and saturating it. This period of tiaie was found 
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sirTficisnt to cosipletely displace all the air in the flasks 
tnd to drive all of the absorbed oxygen out of the sediiim. 
In all cases the gas we.E first pessed through 
200 cc« of alkaline p^T-oss-llic acid solution^' in ord: r to 
remore carbon dio:sid3 and oxygen, "hen this solution 
turned blP-Cn, indicgtin,7: that it ras no longer efficient 
for absorDtion, it -rr.s replaced by a fresh solution. 
To r- frorr ? cult^jEre fin sir the 
short tube v.as com'isctoci v."ith the lor." pressure .-^as 
chamber and the long tubs attached to a 200 cc. pipette 
graduated at 50 cc» intervals. A water-suction puap was 
connected with the pir/Stte by n^sns of pressure tubir^ 
and the suetion turned on. .After thcrouchly shaking the 
flask so =*5S to obtain a uniform saniple, the pinch clsssps 
on the 2 tubes of the culture flaslc were intr^diately re­
leased and the desired saount of siediun was dra^ into 
the pipette, the gas frora the loiii'-pressure chaisber 
simultaneously passirig into the culture flask* 
After the sample v.es vrithdrawn and the clamps 
'i'ere closed the flasl-r ?ras again shaken so that the raedixsta 
could absorb frosh nitroiren f:es, and thus keep it 
•^'This solution contains 10 .rr^^izs of pyro-
gallic acid in ICX) cc, of 10 percent 
potassium hydroxide. 
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svailsble for the orr^snisms. During incubation it 
wss necesnsTv to r-n outlet: for the gas produced 
in the feraienii£.fcion. procsss, ?r.is v;r.s done by connect­
ing a glass tube Tsitii the shorter zuoe of the flask so 
that it extended do'syrrward into a small flask of water. 
As the clamp was released, gas passed out through this 
tube and at the saiae time air was not allowed to pass 
into the culture flask. 
This laethod was very siaple and effective. 
There was no chance of contamination from the air when 
care was taken in withdrawing the samples. Satisfactory 
anaerobic conditions prevailed within the flasks, 
especially for studies on nitrogen fixation. The lEedium 
was saturated with nitrogen gas and there was an abimdant 
sunply above the liquid. "I^ie flasks were not too large 
to be placed in en ordinary sized incubator, end enough 
laedlura could be used to serve for several sets of 
analyses. 
In every case the culture siedium was boiled 
before it was inoculated, so as to expel absorbed oxygen. 
Methods for Determining Products 
of I^etabolisia 
In some of the nitrogen metabolism studies 
reported, as many as 12 analyses were made upon each 
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saiaple o? naedixan. ^u&ntita-tive methods «ere "ossd 7/here 
they were applicable, "^en satisfactory quantitative 
methods were not available qualitative laethods were re­
sorted to. 
;:iUantitative aetenainations were laade of the 
total nitrogen, aoraonia and aiaino nitrogen, reducing 
sugar, total acids, volatile and non volatile acids, 
and in soiae cases, butyric acid. The amount d' all 
other fon&s of nitrogen ?ras calculated by subtracting 
the sua of tho. snd a-nTn^^-nia frosi the total 
nitrogen, t'nd i<as •ceraied ' C.7i[Z^C>. Ti X tro.gen". TTq direct 
deterainatioas were siade for aniid nitrogen, it is 
probable, however, that a large portion of the reisaining 
nitrogen was in this form. Changes in reaction were 
measured by colorimetric determinations of H-ion con­
centration and qualitative laethods were used to test 
for nitrites and nitrates. 
The methods involved in each of the deter-
aiinarions "s^ei^e as follows: 
Total Kitrogen 
The Gunning-Hibbard modification of the 
KJeldahl method, as described by Fred and Wakssian (20), 
^7as eajployed for determining total nitrogen. It is 
well knovm frrt the K.7e?;.dRh2 rsethod does not include 
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ell forras of nitrogen, particularly sorae of the arojaatic 
nitrogenous coEroounds. A few substitutes and modifica­
tions for the aethod hsve been suggested and special 
cons id erst lor riv^n to the one •orooosed by 
Chriscensen and r'ulssr (I6j, bu.t iiOJie of thea vvere 
foiand to be any aore satisfactory for tiae analysis of 
bacterial cultures in liquid media then the Kjeldahl 
method. 
In the first tests the laethod u*as not 
modified to include nitrates but in later tests this 
Tsas found necessary and the Davisson and Parsons modi­
fication of the iijeldahi method, as described by Fz^ 
and V/akaraan (20) was followed# This method consists 
of first reducing the nitrates isfith Devarde*s alloy 
before digestion ¥.ith siilfuric acid* 
nitrogen Fixed 
The smount of nitrogen fixed wss determined 
by the ineresse in the totsl nitrogen content of the 
cultures during the incubation period. 
Ammonia 
Asanonia was determined by the aeration 
method described by Eawk (24). The anaaonia of the 
sample isras set free by the addition of an alkali to 
the aiediiiia, and the gas wss carried by a current of air 
into a flask of standard acid which was titrated ^ ith 
standard alkali. 
Amino Sitrogen 
The Van Slyke (45) aisthod vsf'as used for the 
determination, of aalno nitrogen. The principle involved 
in this detenain&tion is represented by the reaction: 
HHE2 + HNOg = FiOH -i- K2 + H2O 
SodiiaB nitrite and acetic acid rhich when saixsd forsn 
nitrous acid f/ere add'^r to the sample to be analyzed, 
in a ST50cia"'lT copstoe? snpriTatus. In the result­
ing, rcr.cticn v-irh t-ir.ino aci^B nitro^^en grss ?/es released 
v/hich v.'as aeasured. in a ^aaiia^ied pipette. 
Amid Nitrogen 
This fona of nitrogen •was not determined 
directly but the aaoant of it was calculated by sub­
tracting the sum of the sanonia and amino nitrogen fraa 
the amorint of total nitrogen present. In the experi­
ments conducted some of this nitrogen was imdoubtedly 
aaid nitrogen but ths term is used to include all other 
forms of nitrogen excepting saaaonia and amino nitrogen. 
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Reducing Siigar 
The Shaffer and Hartmann (36) method was 
employed for determining reducing s-agar. This method 
involvets either p- o'" cuT>rotis titration, the latter 
bein^ esipioi'su in ^nese ea:peri;.«ents. 
The details of ths method are as follows: 
Tw®nty-five cc. of each of two Fehling»s soluticais"*' are 
measured into a 300 cc« flask. Fifty cc. of the sugar 
solution, or a sample containing from 20 to 200 lailli-
graias of sugar, were added to the flask and sufficient 
Tirater was added to bring the total volume to 100 cc. 
The flask was covered with an inverted 50 cc. beaker and 
heated on a hotplate over a flame so adjusted as to bring 
the solution to boiling in 4 iminutes. Boiling was con­
tinued for 2 minutes. The flask isras then cooled in 
running '<?8.ter to near room temperature. 
Tvrenty-five cc. of iodate-iodide solution"'^""" 
and 15 to cc. of 5 "-T, si^lfuric acid were added and 
'""Fehling*s Soxhlet Solution Ko. 1: o4.64 grams of 
CTa3o4.5%0 in 500 cc. of i^ater. Solution Ko. 2: 
175 graxas of Rochelle salt and 50 of sodiun 
hydroxide in 500 cc. of water. 
"The iodate-iodide solution contains 5.4 grams of 
KIO3, 60 grass of KI and a small amount of alkali 
dissolved in water and diluted to 1 liter. The 
alkali prevents the formation of hydrlodic acid 
and its oxidation by air. 
— 
the flask was rotated gently until the cuproiis oxide 
was dissolved. Then 20 cc» of a saturated solution of 
potassium oxalate %"ere added and the flask was again 
rotated mtil the cuprotis oxide s^as completely dissolved. 
The solution »as then titrated Kith 0,1 
sodium thiosulfate, .• few cc, of starch solution trere 
added toward the end, Tiie endpoint v&s very sharp; 
1 drop of thiosulfate solution would change the color 
frcffii dark blue to the color of the original Fehling's 
Soxhlet Solution lio, 1. 
It wss necessary to knov.' the exact aiaount 
of iodir.e fclded in the ioclste solution and also the 
blank reduction of t *3 solutions. To aalre 
this determination the procedure ^ sas f dlosed as above 
except that 50 cc, of distilled sater replaced the 
sugar solution, This deternination Has aiade only 
occasionally. The method has been found satisfactory 
and sufficiently accurate for the determination of 
sugar in bacterial cultures. 
The Munssn-V-alker (2S) sugar tables ^ rere 
at first used in the calculations and thesa a table giving 
the ailligrams of glucose corresponding to cc, difference 
in titration bet^reen ths siogar and the blank prepared by 
Stiles, Peterson and Fred (37) was used to facilitate 
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the calculations. 
Utilized 
The atnormt of siigar utilized was deterained 
by subtracting the amoaint present st any period from 
the amount present Pt the tine of the ^receding deter-
sjin&tion. 
Total ACia 
The total acid p37esent was determined by 
titrating a 10 cc* sample of the laedium with 0.1 
sodium hydroxide using T^asnolphthalein as an indicator. 
The cc» of 0.1 S. sodiuin hydroxide required to neutralize 
the acid in the laedim were equivalent to the cc. of 
0»1 !<• acid in the sample. 
Volatile Acid 
iThe method used for the determination of 
volatile acid was that used by Fred, Peterson and 
Davenport (19) in their studies on the acid fermentation 
of :cylose« Fifty cc. of nedium were placed in a rotind 
bottoin distill in.- f.ssV snd 20 of prinary soditaa 
phosphate (2£ii2?04.320) sjad 15 cc. of 35 percent phos­
phoric acid were added. The solution was distilled 
over a lo?r flame, water being added slowly through a 
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dropr?inr ftsinel, -ontil 900 cc. of distillate were ob-
tainsd. This required about £ hours. (This tirne has 
been foiuad. sufficient to aistil over all tiae volatile 
acid present in every c£se)» TMs distillate contain­
ing the volatile acid was titrated with 0.1 N. aodiiffii 
hydroxide using phenolphthalein as an indicator. The 
cc. of alkali required to neutralize the distillate 
Tsras equivalent to the cc. of volatile acid present in 
the sample. 
It was foimd that this laethod v;as not 
applicable for the determination of volatile acid in 
a sQditsa containing calcium carbonate, evidently be­
cause of a reaction between the carbonate end the 
phosphoric acid sdded. In the same determination, 
using distilled Trater* vyith cslciun carbonate, soae 
acid %as cau^.t in the distillate, vihile no acid "eras 
distilled over using water vi^houc the carbonate. 
Non Volatile Acid 
The amount of non-volatile acid was deter­
mined by subtracting the anount of 0.1 IJ. volatile 
acid contained in 100 cc. of culture caeditaa from the 
cc» of 0.1 It. total acid contained in the saioe voltuoe. 
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Butyric Acid 
Butyric acid ?rss determined "by the aethod 
described by Allgsier, Peterson asid Fred (1), The tsityric 
acid was converted to its copper salt "by the addition of 
cuprous chloride - hydrochloric acid reagent'"', and then 
extr&ctad t'ith chloroforsi in a separatory funnels '>he 
copper butyrate •Khich imparted a blue color to the 
chloroform layer, tras dra^m off am cozapared tilth color 
standards. 
'Vhe color stand&rds ti'ere prepared by m-f 
YiivylT.f, pro-oorticns of 0,5 T3. soci-'on r^cetate and 0.5 
sodiuiii ihsse vciriou-s itiixtures v?8r€ e^ctrccted 
viith chlorofora and the color was iaiparted to it. The 
chloroform layer was then drawn off and placed in small 
unifoz*m tost tiibes, stoppered and sealed. 
By comparison of the unkn<»m xfith the staisiard 
color tubes, it was possible to arrive at the percentage 
composition of the saisple. Allgeler, Peterson and Fred 
found good agreeaent between this method and the Duclaux 
aethod. 
^The cuprous chloride - hydrociiloric acid ireagent 
contains 85.26 graias of CuCl2*2£^0 in IGOO ce. 
of 0.1 N. FCl. 
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Heaction 
The reaction of the coitxirea, in all cases, was 
cleterainod coloriaietric^lly using standard color dies 
and standardized indicjitors in s. Ilellige-Klett comperator* 
reterninF-tions ha^-e "been on 10 cc. of the culture 
K-oe lv<.3 » 
Nitrites 
A qualitative test, described by Fred and 
"'aksinan (20), involving the use of Trosjiasdorf »s reagent 
and a solution of 1:3 sulfuric acid was employed in 
testing for nitrites* A looT>ful of the aediua to be 
tested was touched to the surface of a mixture of these 
two solutions* i'he appearance of a blue color indicated 
the presence of nitrites. 
Eitrates 
The asthod iised to sake qualitative tests 
for nitrates is slso described by Fred and V'eksnan (20) • 
A drop of the solution to be tested was added to a 
mixture of 1 drop of bruclns solution and 3 drops of 
concentrjited suliuric acid» If nicrstss sers present 
a red color developed qiiickly, which changed to orange, 
then slowly to lenon, and finally to a greenish-yellow. 
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I'Tit-pogen ?i:tp.tlon end Chnnges in the 
nep-ctioTi cf the i"edi"ar5 P'^oduced 
by Soil Anaerobes 
At the beginning of this sork it ^as necessary 
to conduct certain preliminary tests which would throw 
sosie light upon the efficiency of the culture methods 
used, the occia'rence of the anaerohic nitrogen-fizers 
and their ability to fix nitrogen in the soils selected 
for experisiental purposes. Xhe ttto soils used in the 
experiiuents were Grundy silt loam with a pH of 5»S and 
Tama silt loaai Tshich also had a pH of 5»3. Samples 
vere obtained from variously treated plots in experimental 
fields on both these soil types and taken to the labora­
tory. Tuach saniple was sir dried, passed through a 
50-jaesh sieve an5 thorou/?hly laixod. 
The first test t/ps conducted for the purpose 
of determining the nucbsrs of anaerobes c&pabls of grow­
ing on a nitrogen-free seditECi in the absence of free 
oxygen and in an atmosphere of nitrogen. Dilutions were 
made by placing 1 gm. of Grundy silt loam from variously 
treated expericiental plots in 99 cc. of sterile water. 
One cc« of this dilution was transferred to another 
99 cc. of sterile water. Thus dilutions of 1;100 and 
1:10,000 were obtained. One cc. of the latter dilution 
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of each sample was ti»aiisfer3?ed to the sirrface of sterile 
nltpogen-free agar medixaa plates. This medlxan contained 
1.0 gia, 
G«2 gm. 
0.01 gra. 
0,01 gm. 
0.01 
20.0 gm. 
15.C gpi. 
1000.0 cc. 
as. been used in 
Dipotassi^BQ phosphate (K2EP04) 
iiagnesium sulfate (ii^04.7H20i 
Sodivm chloride (KaClj • . . . 
Ferrous sulfate {FeS04.7ii2C) . 
Manganese siilfate (l?.nS04^]i20). 
Glucose. 
Calcium carhonste. 
and r^istilled rvjnter. ....... 
This sa::ie siediuci or .'modifications of i 
all the experiments reported in tiiia paper- ezcept Gi.;Ose 
involved in isolation. 
'i?he inoculated plates were covea^ed ^ith 
sterile poj»ous covers and placed in a small anaerobic 
jar. Nitrogen gas was passed through the jar until 
methylene blue solution contained in a similar petri 
dish in the jar was decolorized. The plates were incu­
bated at 28^0-. for 6 days end the colonies appearing on 
each plate were coimted* Ihe average counts obtained 
froa duplicate tests together with the treatments of 
the various plots are given in table I. There was a 
very good agreement betvreen the duplicate counts* 
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plot : :Htimbers of 
So. : Treatment ranaeroljes per 
; rgram of soli 
1 lio lime, check 100,000 
4 S tons quarry-naa limestone per A» 190,000 
7 6 tons quarry-run limestone per A. 500,000 
8 No liae, cbeck 240,000 
11 5 tons lOG-nesh liaestone per A« 500,000 
12 1.866 tons hydrated liae per A. 500,000 
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Tlie data sho^ that varying amounts and kinds 
of lims with the possible exception of tl» hydrated line, 
had very little effect upon the nrcabers of anaerobic 
nitrogen fixers present. V^^here hjxirated lime ?7as applied 
500,000 organisEis were found per gram of soil. The check 
plots contained nesirly as many anserobes which coiild 
develop on a nitrogen-free mediiam as did the ti^ated 
plots. The figures sha^ that there is an abttndance of 
anaero"bic nitpo~'5n-fixin'- bncteria in this acid soil. 
The second preliminr.ry experiment ^as conducted 
to determine the effect of various treatments upon the 
nitrc^en-fixing capacity of the entire anaerobic flora 
of the soils from the plots on both Grundy silt losm and 
Tasca silt loam. In this experiment the large bell jar 
was employed as an anaerobic Jar. Fifty cc. portions of 
?;inogradsky's nitrogen-free medium, contained in 150 cc. 
extraction flasks, were inocxilated with 1 saa^les of 
soil fraa the variously treated plots* Three flasks of 
medium were used for each sample. As a check upon the 
anaerobic conditions within the jar other flasks of the 
same medixim were inoculated in triplicate with pure 
cultui»es of /zotobacter chroococcum, Aaotobacter 
vinelandil^ and .^•zoto'bscteT' beijerinckl, and placed under 
the jar with the soil solution cultures. After the jar 
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bed "been sealed to the base a current of nitrogen gas 
was passed into it forcing the eir out through the 
outlet tube. 7his flovr of nitrogen was continued 
for about 20 hours or for sufficient tisse to ellovr de-
colorization of a laethylene blue solution within the 
jar. At the end a£ this ticie a sample of the gas in 
the jar ••as withdrawn and analyzed for the percentage 
of oxygen using s Haldane, Henderson, Beiley gas 
analyses apparatus as described by Bailey (3). ?he 
assount of oxygen was found to be less than Q*2 per­
cent. The cultures •were incubated at room temperature 
for 3 weeks, after which tisie they were removed from 
the jar and analyzed for total nitrogen by the Guiming-
Hibbard laodification of the Kjeldahl iseth<^« Deter-
siinations were also made upon the nitrogen content of 
the soil, the raedi^aa, and the reagents usee in the 
analyses, snd this fi?nire subtracted fro® those 
obtained in ths filiation tests. Tao difference between 
these two figures »as the asaount of nitrojjen fixed* 
The i»esults obtained together with the ti^atisents 
of the various plots ai»e given in table II• 
With the Gnmdy soil the line treatiaents had 
no apparent effect upon the aiaofunts of nitrogen fized* 
An average of 2»35 sga. of nitjrogen were fixed per 50 cc« 
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TABLE II 
BITHCGiiJi FIXiD IK liI?R0G2H-FHSfc: wr^SIUM 
IHaCULP.THD va-rH GEDIffiY SILT LOAM 
AisD SI Li' LOAM 
of nitro^n 
:fixed per gram 
ireatment lof soil^' 
Grundy silt lo&ia 
1 Uo lisxe, cbeclc 2*55 
4 5 tons quurrrr-Tmi lltnestone ijer A, 2.17 
7 6 tons cvieyry-Tim llrr.eston© per A. 2.60 
R 7To limo, checTr 2.45 
11 3 tons lOO-Eies0 lir;^jTto:ae nor 2 »3o 
'rszaa silt loac: 
501 So lime, check 2.59 
502 1 lime requirement, 10-aesii liaiestone 2.29 
512 500 lbs» 40-Biesli limestone per A* 2.29 
1 liae requireaent, lO-raesh limestone 
+ 100 l"bs« 2(^ superphospiiate per .A. 5.27 
314 500 lbs. 40-2iesh liiuestone + 100 lbs* 
20^ superphosphate per A* 2.13 
''in 50 cc. nadluH 
Plot 
Ko, 
of soil-solution cxiltia?e» Very good agreemeiit was ob­
tained among the triplicate determinations. With the 
Taina silt loaa about the saae amounts of nitrogen were 
fixed. In cultTores inocvilated with sample 303 of this 
soil, however, which had received 1 lime requirement of 
lO-mesh limestone and 100 lbs* of 20 per cent suner-
phosphate per acre, o«27 ragm. of nitrogen were f ixai. 
This is appreciably more nitrogen than v;es fixed in the 
cultiares inoculated ^rith Grundy silt loam or the other 
plots of the Tama soil and the increase was imdoubtedly 
due to the larger applications of lime in conjimction 
^rith the superphos-ohete. "he 40-siesh linostone was 
applied in STrrs-ller quantities snd in the drill at the 
time of seedin^i- Hixe results as a whole shovr that some 
nitrogen is fixed by these soils in solution cultures 
under anaerobic conditions. No nitrogen ®as fized in 
any of the Azotobacter cultures under the conditions of 
the experiment, which indicated that the fixation in the 
soil-solution cultures was due to anaerobic activity. 
Since no consistent effects were observed in the tests 
Tsrith soil from variously treated plots only tJae check 
plot samples »ere lased in later experiments. 
At this point in the experimental work it 
was found desirable to study the effect of the length 
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of the Incubation period, upon the amounts of nitrogen 
fixed in aerobic ciiltures. It seemed possible tlaat 
th© organisms might utilize the nitrogen which had been 
fixed rather than continue to store nitrogen in the 
medium. If the ajaount of fixed nitrogen in the aedixam 
was continually increased it would appear that the 
fixation of nitTOjE^en "tps a result of sonie primajTy 
rsetsbolic function r&thsr thsn sn end ?"-ithin itself, 
A S-week period oi" incubation iiad been arbitrarily set 
as the standard, largely because that period was most 
often used in aerobic nitrogen-fixation tests. There 
was no reason to belie"?e, ho?/sver, that laaxiiauia fixation 
could be obtained by anaerobes in that period, in order 
to establish some length of inct^sation period baaed upon 
experimental results a test was cai?ried out with cultiores 
incubated for 2-, S- and 4-week periods. 
The large bell jar and tvro aquaria were used 
as anaerobic jars and extraction flasks containing 
50 cc, of ?vinogradsky»s nitrogen-free laedium were used 
as ctilture flasks. Inoculations were made in tripli­
cate for e??ch period rith 1 crran ssaples of Tama silt 
loaiTi and pure cultures of Clostridium pasteurisnua and 
Clostridium butyricum. Media siailarly inoculated and 
then sterilized sei^ved as checks. The culture flasks 
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were placed lander tiie anaerobic jars and the air ?.^s dis­
placed with nitrogen gas as before. The culttirss were 
all incubated at room teaperatiire# At the erd. of 2 weeks 
the cviltures in the first jar were removed and analyzed 
for total nitrogen. At the end of the 5- and 4-week 
periods the cultures in the second and thiard Jars, 
respectively, were analyzed. The average amounts of ni­
trogen fixed during the different incubation periods are 
shOTsn in table III. 
Fith the rem*? silt loam the largest aaoimts 
of nitrogQT! -^-ere fixod st the ?- and S-week periods, the 
asioxint beco£ain£ less at tae 4-t5eek period. This decrease 
was undoubtedly due partly to utilization of the nitrogen 
by the organisms and partly to the production of aaaonia 
which was lost into the ataosphere. \^ith the pure cul­
tures of Clostridia the largest amounts of nitrogen rere 
fixed at the 3-w©ek jieriod, but even here the asiount 
fixed was not large. As shown in this stiidy the pure 
cultures of Clostridium pasteurianum and Clostridium 
butyricum were not very efficient in fixing nitrogen. 
In the light of the results obtained in this 
experiment the 5-week incubation period was selected as 
the most desirable to measure the trtsxiTnum amount of 
fixation. It is not necessarily true, however, that 
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TA3LV III 
KFF?TT OF r-F I??rTTBATIOj? ^FRIOD 
u-'OTi isiTnorrK rix-q^ iti A"r/.i?ROBic 
CULrJnlic; IIIOCULATrT' "2?^ ?;J'A SILT 
Aiw GoLTUlii'-S Or .Aii.-.iiR03;:'S 
(aitrogen-free aedlxim containing 15 gratas 
calciiffli carbonate per liter) 
Inoculation 
:Milligrams of nitrogen 
: in 50 CO. of mediuia 
Tixed" 
:At end of 
: 2 weeks 
:At erfid ofrAt 
: 5 weeks : 4 
end c£ 
wee]cs 
Tasa silt loaa (1 graa) S,85 5*69 2,89 
Clostridiiam iDaateuriantua 0,00 1.89 0.42 
ClostridixiiQ butyriciaiL 0.S7 0«6o 0.14 
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the mejcimma amount can be observed at this period in all 
cases* 
The next step in this study was to deteraine 
the optinxam reaction Tor the fixation of nitrogen by 
the anaerobic nitrogen fixing Clostridia. Several experi­
ments were conducted to determine the optiatm initial 
reaction of the mediTiE end it r/ss found that the addition 
of 1 gm, snnrtlos of sell to 50 cc. of the aediun greatly 
increesec the sc.lditj» In viev.- of this fact it was 
necessary to add the soil t;o che iuedium before the re­
action •s7as adjiisted* One gis» samples of soil ??ere added 
to 90 cc« of ?rinQgradsky*s nitrogen-free asdium and the 
mixture shaken for 2 minutes. In the acid mediunused in 
this experiment the calcitsm carbonate was omitted and 
calcium was supplied as calcium chloride at the rate of 
0.2 gm. per liter. The soil isfas allowed to settle and 
two 10 cc, portions were pipetted off for the adjustment 
of the reaction. A Hellige-iQett coaparator and staijderd 
color discs were used in adjusting the reaction of the 
mediiam to the desired pH. Different mixtures of the 
soil and medium wore sdjiisted to pH values 5.0, 6.5, 
7.5, S.5 and 9.5. These cultures were prepared in 
triplicete and placed in the large anacrobic jar. They 
were incT2batdd at room temperature for 21 days. Alter 
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this tiia© a 20 cc» "Dortion of the mediusi was withdrawn 
frosj each of the cxiltnre flasVs end the pR determined 
colori-notrieilly. The retr^ininn 50 cc. of the aediiaa 
was used for uhe dezermlriH t;loa of total nirrOo^n. The 
ngni. of nitrogen fixed together with the initial and 
final pH of the aediunsre given in table IV» 
There were relatively large acKJunts of nitro­
gen fixed regardless of the initial pK of the meditiE, 
The smallest aaount, however, was fixed in the sedium 
having the initial pli of 5»0» it isay also be noted 
that during the 6-?i?eek period of incubation the pE of 
the laedluia was changed to approxiciately 5,0 in all cases. 
The data sho^?- quite conclusively that there is a v?ide 
range of reaction in which the organisss will grow and 
fix nitrogen anc5 thpt there is no specific optiaum re­
action for thf^ nnd fixation of nitrogen by the 
anGerobic soil flora. It 7fps noted during the incuba­
tion of the cultures that vigorous ^o^?tii, as evidenced 
by gas prodiiction and the turbidity of the mediusij did 
not take place until the end of the thirteenth day. 
The cultures having an initial pH of 5*0 •were the last 
to show evidence of growth and growth •was never vigorous 
in these cultures. At the end of 16 days gas iras no 
longer produced in any of the cxiltures. This was probably 
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"EABLE IV 
EFFECTS OF INITIAL pE OF TEE MEDIUM UP05 
AMOUNTS OF SITROGEH FIXED IH ANAEROBIC 
CULTURES IHOCULATED WITH TAMA SILT LOAM 
(Hitrogea-free medium containing 0,2 gram 
calcium chloride per liter) 
• • 
Initial pE ofrFinal pH of iMgm. of nitrogen fixed per 
the laeditim : the medium: gja. of soil in 50 cc, 
: of mediiim 
5.0 5,0 3.15 
6.5 5.1 4.54 
7.5 4.9 4.34 
8.5 5.1 4.20 
9.5 4.9 4.03 
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due to fciie i'acz that so uiuch acidit;,- had been produced 
tteit the growth of tJae organisms was prevented. It 
seems logical to conclude. In view of such scant growth 
exhibited by those cultures in the medium having a pH 
of 5.0, that the limiting reaction on the acid side is 
not far below a pH of 5.0. 
The pH of \Vinogradsky * s nitr<^en-free meditzB 
is noriaally 6.8 to 7.0, and in view of the results 
presented in table IV, this aediua "sfas used in most of 
the experiaients later reported without adjusting the 
reaction. 
Since the reaction of the medium in the above 
experiment was brous^ht to n pH of aoproxiaiately 5.0 in 
ell esses dtir-i-nr* the 21. dnys of incubstion, it was 
desirable to conduct an experi::;ent in such a way as to 
cibserve the rate at which the reaction was changed and 
also to correlate this change if possible with the rate 
of nitrogen fixation. In order to do this a new method 
was developed and analyses for pH and nitrogen fixation 
were made at 5-day intervals. T*hls aethod consisted in 
the use of six 600 cc. Srlenaeyer flasks fitted with 
rubber stoppers and inlet and outlet tubes as has been 
described.* It also seemed desi}?able to i:ise an inoculuxa 
free of non-sporing aerobes. To rid the inoculum of 
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sucli organisms 100 gm. of soil were edded to 400 cc, of 
?:inogradsky*3 nitrogen-free laedim and the mixture 
pasteurized at for 10 minutes. The mijcttire was 
shaken and the coarser particles allowed to settle out. 
Twenty-five cc. of the suspension were inoculated into 
500 CO. cf the saae medlua contained in the culture 
flasks. Such a susroension has been termed a "mixed 
culture of nr.nefo'^'ys^, Tne reection of the inediun con­
tained in the 6 flssks then adjusted, to the pH values 
of 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9mO, respecciv'eiy. Ihe 
flasks were stoppered and a nitrogen tank "aas connected 
with the inlet tube. Hitrogen gas was passed throtigh the 
cultures for 10 minutes in order to satxirate the Eaediua 
with the gas and also to replace the air above the sodium. 
All the cultures were incubated at 30®C. A sample of this 
inoculated medium was retained at the beginning and used 
for a determination of total nitrogen. The figrores ob­
tained in this deteraination served as checks and were 
subtracted from the amount of nitrogen present in the 
cultures at later analyses in order to arrive at the 
amounts of nit7»ogen fixed. The second set of analyses 
for pH anc5 nltrogon f vreve raade at the end of 5 days 
incubation. The changes in the reaction of the medium 
and the xiitrogen fixed at five-day intervals are given 
In table V and the z^sults are plotted in fig. 1« 
T?VRT:K V 
CilANOKy IN Tlli-: Ht'.ACTIOM OP i'i'.K .Vli'DTJLV AKr> NlfROaRN KIX!"iD 
AT FIVii-DAX Xli,i'('atVit.La ax JOlAnli CULrUiu-;^ or Al-iAl'.:fiOBR'3 
(Nitrogorx-free inedlujn eontaining 0.2 gram oaloiurn ohloi'ido por liter) 
" Initial I Aaya' ^ daya i { ^0 doya 
If^oao-jNitrogon tliooo-»Kitrogon j li\9&o-t 11 rogon i R eia o : N'i't ro gen jReec-tiUltrogen 
tlon tftxed^ ;tlon tflxcd*'' itlonjflxed^^ :tlon tf Ixed^^ itlon :f ixod^' 
p« mgm. Pll  mgm. mgm. pH mgm. pii  mfjm. 
4,0 0 &»5 0 4,5 0,70 »,3 0,28 3,2 0,42 
e .o 0 5,8 0 4,7 0,91 3,4 0,49 3,4 0,91 
6*0 0 4,7 0 4 ,  ^  1 ,40 3.6 0.56 3.6 0,42 
7,0 0 4,8 0 4,S i .oe &«5 1,»3 3,5 0,91 
6.0 0 6,1 0 6,9 1,05 5,9 1,05 4,0 0,63 
9.0 0 6,0 0 4,1 0,98 4,1 1,33 4,1 0.66 
'""per 50 CO* of modixun 
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FIG. 1 
CHANGES IN THE REACTIOI^ OP THE MEDIUM AND 
NITROGEN FIXED AT FIVE-DAY INTERVALS 
BY MIXED CULTURE OF ANAEROBES 
(Nitrojren-free medium + 0.2 gran CaCl2 per liter) 
10.C 
•H 
§5 
3.0 
2.0 
1 . 0  
30 
Time in Days 
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Con^JBpatively small amounts of nitrogen sere 
fixed, the largest amount occurring at the 10- end 15-day 
periods. Some of the fixed nitrogen wi?s probably lost . 
from the medium as anmonia as evid^ced by the decreases 
in nitrogen fixed from the 10-day period to the 20-day 
period* It is qxxite evident that in this experiment the 
optimum pH for nitrogen fixation was near or above a pH 
of 7.0, since there vras never as much as 1 mgm. of 
nitrogen fixed in the ctiltiires having an initial pH of 
4*0 or 5.O. It may be noted from the pH values plotted 
in fig. 1 that the raacticn 'kss again brought to approxi-
Estely 5»0, ?)ut this chsnrte cccti-rr»ed during the first 
5 days of tific experii^ent auu ti:-e ra.te of fche change could 
not be recorded. The pH of the media having an initial 
pE of 4.0 and 5.0 was raised rather than lowered during 
the first 5 days. The reaction in nearly every case was 
carried below a pH of 4.0. It appears from the pH values 
obtained at the eo-day period that the limiting acid pE 
is far below that observed in the previous experiment. 
It is quite evident that there was no direct correlation 
between the rate of change in the reaction of the medium 
and the amounts of nitrogen fixed* 
It seemed probable that the clsange in reaction 
during the first 5 days might be aore closely correlated 
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^.ith the i^te of glucose utilization in the c\ilture« 
Im experiment aras conducted, therefore, using the same 
medim and the sasie inoculation. In this case, however, 
sasjples were withdrawn from the cultitre flasks at 12-hour 
intervals or longer during a period of 135 hours and 
analyzed for su/rsr content, ?'-e Shaffer-Hartnajan method 
for reducing: sugars, as previously described, was used. 
The change in the reaction also the of ^ Iucosq 
utilized at different intervals are given in table VI 
and represented in fig, 2. 
Cultures 5 and 5 haviiig initial pK values 
of 8,0 and 8,6 respectively, vjere the first to show 
groarth. The change in reaction started earlier and 
continued at a more even rate with these two cultures 
than with the other four, Viith ciiltures 2, 3, and 4, 
no appreciable change in reaction occur3?ed until after 
108 hours. The final pH of all the cultures was approxi­
mately 4.0 to 4,6, however. The reaction of culture 1 
having an initial pH of 4,3 remained practically un­
changed curing the entire r)eriod. The greatest change 
in reaction ;vas produced in cultures 5 and 6 and it 
siay also be noted, that these two etHt^ures utilized 
the largest amount of sugar. a?he least amount of glucose 
was utilized in culture 1 in which tliere was only a very 
lAoLli Vi 
CtL'iNOKS IN TIIK REACTION OF Till?: MEDIUM AND GLUCOai'J Ui'ILIZlil) AT VAiiYINO 
INTKRVALS OVim A SIX-DAY PJORIOD m A MIXi-D CULTURij; OF ANAKHOBES 
(Nitrogon-free medivon containing 0#S grnm calclmn chloride por lltor) 
Initial } 12 : g4 Hours t : t 61 Hours : W i 90 Hours , lOe T IST Hours 
Reac­iGlu- t Hours {R0a0'» J 01u-» 1 Hours J Hours jT • f GrXVl** iHourajR6ao» jGlu- I Hours jRoac-:(Siu»» 
tion iooao J :tlon :0080 t jtion jooso t rtlon :co80 : jtlon iooae 
mtll-jReao" mtll-jReao-»Horc-: jutll" jReoo- t jutll-:Roao* t tutll-
sleed jtlon ! tlzod Jtlon jtlon I tizeC. >tlon t ilsod jtlon I :lzed 
ph ragm* PK ragm. pH pH pti pH mgm. plfi" ptl nigta. 
4«S 0 4,3 4*4 40 4.5i 4 • <) 4 . 70 4.3 70 4.4 4.6 100 
6,S 0 5,4 5.5 40 6.5 5.6 5.& 40 5.5 5.6 70 5.6 3.9 230 
6,1 0 6.1 6*1 70 6.0 6.9 5.8 70 5.8 5.8 «»m 5.6 3.9 180 
7.0 0 6.9 6.8 10 6.8 6.8 6.8 50 6.8 6.8 mm 6.4 4.4 190 
8«0 0 7.8 7.6 40 7.5 7.2 6.7 6.5 6.0 5.0 4.1 630 
8t6 0 0.3 8.0 0 7.8 7.6 7.1 0 6.8 6.5 70 5.1 4 .o 410 
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PIG. 2 
CKAIIGES IN REACTION OF IvffiDIUM AND SUGAR 
UTILIZATION AT VARYING INTERVAI^ OVER A 
SIX-DAY PiiRIOD BY A MIXED CULTURE OF 
AN ALROiSiiS 
700 (Nitrogen-free medium +0,2 gram 
CaCl2 per liter) 
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sligbt chen.f^e in reection. It xss noted during the in­
cubation th-vt cultures 5 end 6 ^vers the first to "begin 
groKth as evidenced by the production ot gas. It 
appears that there is a close relatioa^ip between the 
change in the reaction of the medium and the glucose 
utilized by the orgenisffis. This might be expected since 
in anaercSbic fermentation relatively large amoimts of 
butyric and other acids are produced and the -syhole of 
the glucose aolecule is not decomposed to carbon dioxide 
and water as in certain other fermentations. 
At least five important points have been 
brought to light in the preliminary experiments thiis far 
reported. It was first shown that the anaerobic nitro­
gen fixing Clostridia are present in the two acid soils 
studied sn6 slso thp.t they ?re ?"ble to fix quite large 
amounts of nitrogen 'under the conditions of the s-:peri-
ments* It has also been shown uhat 5 Keeks is the 
length of incubation period which sill probably give the 
aaximua amount of fixation in Eiost cultures. The re­
sults of the studies on reaction in relation to nitrogen 
fixation and the utilization of glucose indicate that 
there is a rather ifide range of o-ptimm pH over isdiich 
the organisms isill fix nitrogen, that there is a laarked 
correlaticm between the acidity produced in the a»dium 
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and the utilisation of tlie siigar, aiKi thet the nitre^n-
fisiBg Glostridis. are qiiite acid-tolerant. These re­
sults serving as e guide, more intensive stiidies seTe 
undertaken upon tbe nitrogen metabolism of "boti cdxed 
and pure cultxa^ss of the nitrogen-fixing anaerobes. 
The nitrogen Metabolism of Hitrogen-
Piling ClostricLla' 
A description of the siethods for ing and 
se2oli?:?'; the cultures in these exnerirwsnts has been 
given, in tiae first iiecaboiisia laixed cultures of 
anaerobes ootsijaeu frosi Tarn silt ioajs were used for 
inociilation. These mixed cultui*es were obtained by 
inoculating 400 cc» of ?.'inogradsky*3 nitrogen-free meditBa 
with 100 gnu of Tms&, silt loam, After the nixturs was 
shaken and th© solids allowed to settle, 200 cc. of the 
suspension were pipetted off and pasteurized at 72°C« 
for 10 minutes. Fifty cc. portions of this pasteurized 
extract or aiixed cultiire were inoculated into 950 cc. 
of the saiae n^diua contained in each of four 1-liter 
Hrlenmeyer flasks. In this study the calcium carbonate 
of the medium was oaitted and calcium was supplied in 
the form of cslcitaa chloride et the rate of 0.2 gm. per 
liter. The initial T'asction of the mediun was pH 7.0. 
Inoculations "cere iuade into each of the 4 flasks, two 
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(3 and 4) beii^ sterilized after inoculation and serving 
as chec'^s. In ths first S tests analyses were laade of 
the checks as well as cf the culturss and the figures 
obtained were subtracted froz. those obtained cen the 
culrures. It ?7as fo'and, ho^^^ver, that tlje sterilized clicks 
did no- change upon standing as a result of any chesjicsil 
reaction bet^^een ths ingredients of tbs aedi^ca. Ti^refore, 
ths results of the first set of anal sea of the inoculated 
cultures 1 and 2 ^ rere used as checks and vrere subtracted 
froffi tb© succssdinr resiilts in order to obtain the 
amcvnts of nitr<r-ren fixed ard the ch^Tf.j^'ys occurring in 
the c.iiiereiit iorss of nitrc^sn in tis siediua* ?)lus 
the initial f igurejsJn the ta"bles are zero axad tfas other 
figures represent the increase or decrease of the vsriosis 
constituents in the incubated cultures. 
In ell cases the laediuai in the flasks ^'as 
boiled in a "abater bath for about 5 minutes and then 
cooled to rooEa teraper&ture before it was inoculated# 
This heating served to expel the absorbed oacygen* After 
the laediuEtt was inoculated the flasks wore stoppered 
issaediatsly and nitrogen gas was passed ihrough the 
meditsn until the air above it ^ras replaced. Since 5 
sets of analyses were to be mde during this study, & 
200 cc» sflraple -s^s withdrawn from the flask for each 
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set. liitrc^en gas from the low OTesstire gas chasaber was 
&llo3»ed to enter tb.e flask to replace the laeditaa as it 
was withdraun. I'hs flasks were incubated at SQOc. In 
this first test the amcoint of total nitrogen, anmonia, 
amino nitrogen, the total acid, the volatile acid and the 
non-volatile acid were determined q.i:iantitatively» The 
methods for these qviantitative determinations have been 
described. The results obtained in this sttsiy are showa 
in table VII and are graphically presented in figs .5,,:* 
3a and 4« The figures given for the nitrogen compounds 
in the Ifist three coluisns of the table were obtained by 
the KjGld&hl aethod &nc do not include nitrates. At the 
time of this study the xoetiiod for sugar analysis had not 
been carried out very successfully and so no resTzlts 
were obtained upon the rate of glucose utilization* 
In table VII the i»esulta are given for the 
individual culttires 1 and 2 rather than for the average 
of the duplicates since there was no reason to believe 
that the results from the duplicate cultures should be 
exactly the same* The amounts of ammonia and amino 
nitrogen which had been f oimed in the entire period of 
incubation had entirely disappeared by the twentieth 
da|r« It is probable that the anaerobes utilized these 
forms of nitrc^n once they were formed in the fia^tion 
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TABLE VII 
CHAIiGES Di FORMS 0? KITE0GE2 AUD IS ACH) 
PHODUCED BZ A CULTUHi 01" /viiAERCBS;S 
Ai' ?IVE-X»Ay ISi'iilVALS 
(Kitrogen-free Bedim containing 0.2 gram 
calcium chloride per liter) 
Det ermins t ions"^ rCxiltiire Initial 5 : 10 ; 15 20 
: Uo. days : days : days days 
agn» aigm. mgm. SlgSl. 
Total nitrogen T JL .... 5.68 4.20 5.60 
present 2 4.76 4.48 5.04 
Jiitrogart fixed 1 n u 2.54 2.10 2.50 
£ 0 ^ . oo 2.3S 2.94 
Aisaonia 1 0 0 2.04 1.00 0 
0 0 2.04 0.63 0 
Aaino nitrogen 1 5»22 1.60 0.58 0 
2 — —  2.95 0.74 0 0 
Amid nitrogen 1 «... 2.04 2.82 5.60 
2 1.9S 3.80 5.04 
cc.**"" ec»'"'" cc cc CC.^ ~"" 
Total acid 1 0 14.0 25.0 56.0 37.0 
2 0 19.0 26.0 «^2 .0 26.0 
Volatile acid 1 0 10.6 17.4 27.2 35.4 
2 0 13.8 18.6 18.4 18.4 
Hon volatile acid 1 0 3.6 7.6 8.8 1.6 
2 0 5.2 7.4 13.6 7.6 
^All figures per 100 cc« of laeditm 
*-"^0.1 nowaal 
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FIG. 3 
CHANGES IK FORMS OP' NITROGEN IK A MIXED 
CULTURE OF ANAEROBES 
(Nitrogen-free mediiim + 0.2 gram CaCl2 pei* liter) 
Culture No. 1 
7.5i-
f:4.0 -
15 20 
Time in Days 
25 30 
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FIG. Sa 
CHAUGES Ih JOhulS Oi' JjlTKOGnJi A MIXED 
CULTURK OF iiNAKROBES 
(Nitrogen-free medium + 0.2 gram CaClg per liter) 
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FIG. 4 
ACID PRODUCED IN MIXED CULTURES OF ANAEROBES 
{Nitrogen-free medium + 0,2 gram CaClg per liter) 
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process. As sruch as 36 and 32 cc. of 0»1 acid ^ ?ere 
produced in 100 cc« of the raediiBa in 15 deys. h^ven tliis 
large aaomat of acid did not inhibit the grorth of the 
organisias, however, since some nitrogen lyas fixed between 
the fifteenth and twentieth day of incubation* In cult"tire 
2 the amount of total acid decreased fros 32 cc« of 0»1 
acid on the fifteenth day to 26 cc. on the twentieth day. 
This decrease in the tc?tal amomit of acid present in the 
culture cannot be explained but it has been observed rather 
consistently in later expsrisients. The ctirves for volatile 
acid in both cultures, gs shov?n in fig. 4, follow aore 
nearly the trend of totsl sold pro<luction, the non-volatile 
acid "being produced until the fifteenth day and then 
markedly decreasing to the twentieth day. I'he decreases 
in the rate of total acid production, shown in fig. 4, 
were the result of decreases in n<»a-volatile acid rsther 
than a decrease in the rate of prodxiction of volatile 
acid. It was fota^ that butyric acid coa^osed approxi­
mately 68 per cent of the volatile acid fraction in both 
ciiltures. 
Althoa^ the acid produced by the mixed cul-
t'ures in this experisient did not entirely inhibit the 
grc^th a£ the or^nisms it is probable that the acciaaula-
tion of acid was detrimental to their normal activity. 
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In order to detersaiine the effect of neutralization of the 
acid as it vras produced saaother stiidy was begxsn losing 
15 sox^ of calciiaa carboiiste per liter of aediiaa instead 
of eslelim chloride, othsr^risje the saae nitrogen-fre© 
•nedi\irr! v.-els used ?.iic i^ixed ciiltur'^s obtained frosi tiie same 
soils aiiicii wtis ussa £.s £n injculua. i'hs cultures were 
a^Lin incabated in duplicate and the results of the first 
set of analyses served as cisclcs for the succeedicg 
analyses. T^sro additional determinations were aade in this 
st'udy. The aBt>ant of ^ucose present at each 5«day inter­
val and the pH of the lasdi-oa were deteraiined. The assount 
of glucose utilized was calculated by stfetracting the amount 
present at any tiaie fr-osi the anaount in the 3nedi"um when it 
was inoculated* The results of the various determinations 
are given in table 7XII. The data on glucose utilization 
for both cultures az^ plotted in fig. 5« The data 
representing the changes in the fonas of nitrogen for 
culttsres 1 end 2 are r>lofcted In fig» 6 and 6a, respectively# 
The scic pro eduction snd the chr^nres in the pE of 1±us medi-an 
for both cultures are shown in fi£» 7« 
These data show that practically all 
of the gliicose in both cultares was utilized in 20 
days and that the rate of utilization was about the 
same in both cultures* Large aacamts of nitrogffla 
were fixsd^ but the aiaount fixed in culture 2 was 
alsiost double that fixed in cultaxre 1« Upon coa^jaring 
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•£i.siL£. VLll 
CHAHGiiS IS GLUCOSE UTILIZATION, Hi POEMS 
0? HITROGES AKD IB ACID PRODUCiS BI A 
MIXET' CULTURE OF AKAEHOBHS AT FIVE-DAY 
IIvTERVAIS 
(Kitrogen-free medium containing 15 grazas 
calcium carbonate per liter) 
Determinations'"' 
• 
• 
: Culture Initial 5 : 10 ! 15 i 20 
: no. days : days ; days ; days 
- aigja. mgm. mgdrn SlgSl. agm. 
Glucose present 1 2085 1700 1065 72.5 8.6 
2 2035 1850 500 63.5 10.0 
Glucose utilized 1 0 585 1020 2012.5 2076.4 
2 0 255 1585 2021.5 2075 
Total nitrogen 1 1.40 1.96 4.20 4.76 3.64 
present 2 .34 5.08 3..08 4,20 5.98 
Nitrogen fixed 1 0 0.84 3.08 3.64 2.52 
2 0 1.96 1,96 3.08 4.86 
/?mino nitrogen 1 0,54 0.73 1.89 0 1.0 
2 o.ai 2.66 1.73 0 0.8 
Amid nitrogen 1 o.8e 0.55 0.95 4.08 2.64 
2 0.05 —— 0.67 3.52 5.18 
Amaonia 1 0 0.68 1.56 0.68 0 
2 0 1.46 0.68 0.68 0 
CC . cc.^- CC CC.*^ " CC."^ " 
Total acid 1 0.5 12.0 16.0 9.0 4.0 
2 1.0 20.0 19.0 5.0 2,0 
pH 1 7.2 5.2 6.2 6.6 6.2 
2 7.2 5.0 6.1 6.7 6.6 
*A11 rigures per 100 cc* of medium. 
"-^0.1 normal 
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PIG. 5 
GLUCOSE UTILIZED IH MIXED CULTURES OF ANAEROBES 
(Nitrogen-free mediim + 15 grains CaCOg per liter) 
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FIG. 6 
CHANGES IN FORMS OF NITROGEN IN A MIXED 
CULTURE OF ANAEROBES 
(Nitrogen-free medixim + 15 grams CaCOg per liter) 
Culture No. 1 
10 15 20 
Time in Days 
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FIG. 6a 
CHANGES IN FORiiS OF NITROGEN IN A MIXED 
CULTURK OF ANAEROBES 
(Nitrogen-free medium + 15 grams CaCOg per liter) 
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FIG. 7 
ACID PRODUCED IN MIXED CULTURES OB'' ANAEROBES 
(Nitrogen-free medium + 15 grams CaCOs per liter) 
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the curves representing nitrogen-rixation in figs. 6 and 
5a it may be noted that with culture 1 the amount of 
nitrogen fixed shows a sssrked increase imtil the fifteenth 
ds.y and then a rapid decrease during the next 5 days* In 
culture 2 the amount of nitrogen fixed increased irrega-
l&rly xinttl the fifteenth any and then increased rapidly 
to 4.86 r;;:'"., by che '.ventieth dsy, TVie emino nitrogen 
increased to the oth or lOoh day and then dropped to zero 
by the 15th dsy» This drop was followed by a msrked in­
crease to the £Oth day in ooth cultures. The asasionia also 
increased daring the first 5 or 10 days and then steadily 
decreased to zero by the eiad of 20 days, culture 2 began 
rapid groitrth earlier than cultiire 1, as evidenced by the 
jnore rapid increases in the amounts of nitrogen fixed, 
atp1.no nitrogen and azmaonia. The most rapid increase in 
grov.'th in this culture occurred betweai the 5th and 10th 
day, while very little change occurred in cultxire 2 during 
the saiae tiiae* There appeared to be no relation between 
the nitrogen fixed and the esiounts of snaaonia or amino 
nitrogen present over the entire period of the e:q>eriaent« 
Acid «£s produced in the cultures up to the fifth or tenth 
day and this acid was neu.trailsed by ciie calciua 
carbonate until the aaounts isere equivalent to only 
4*0 cc» and 2*0 cc. of 0*1 B. acid in cult;n>es 1 and 2, 
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respectivelj, st the end of 20 drys. Detenalnations for 
volatile acid and coiiaequently non-volatile acid could 
not be made In this sttidy, dtie to the fact that calcium 
carbonate rendered the method ina^licable« The cuznres 
f<a* the pK values follow those of the acid but abrupt 
changes in the aioount of acid present did not effect such 
rapid changes in the pH. 
The results as a vhole for the two metabolisn 
studies indicate that nitrogen may be fixed partially as 
amino nitrogen and partially as aEaaonia dxiring the first 
few days of incubation. There is some indication that in 
a few cases a part of the anino nitrogen may be changed 
to aroaonia* Sosse arsnaonie was undoubtedly lost into the 
atmosphere even though tl^e raediun ^?as never alkaline* It 
T.&J be ttnt fcfce nitroj-en -s^hich is f lz-?d in the cultures as 
amino nitrogen or assionia K4is utilized by anaerobes ^fhich 
were not capable of fixing nitrogen. It appears that the 
neutralization of the acid by the calcium carbonate 
alloBed the organisms, in culture 2 at least, to continue 
the fixation of nitrogen* However, where the calcium car­
bonate was present there ms not as aaich aadno nitr<^en 
produced* The same was also true for aBsiatmia* The 
activity of the organisms in the presence of calcitm 
chloride was undoubtedly retarded to sosae extent by the 
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acctEaulatioEQ of acid in the aedltua. 
In order to eliminate some of the possibilities 
for the disappearance of the total nitzs^en present and 
also the mtiEsely changes in aiaisonia and eaino nitrogen, 
a iBstabolism stiady «as txndertaken rising pure cultures of 
anaerobes instead of mixed cultures. Twelve cultures of 
organisms TOre isolated tTCRU Tama silt loam as previously 
described, end inoculated uTX>n the surface of nitrogen-
free ag£r !3edlirs slants* The pir in the tubes was replaced 
with nitrogen gas and the tubes •srero sealed. Since there 
was no cotsibined ziitrogen in this iiiediusi the extent of 
grosrth upon these agar slants was taken as an indieatioa 
of the ability of the various cxiltxires to fix nitrogen. 
The saiae cultures i^ere also inoculated into a nitrogen-
free liquid mediuB in saall flasks, the air was forced 
out and the ssedium v&s saturated ^ ith nitrogsn gas. The 
extent of growth as evidenced by the turbidity of liie 
mediusi and gas production in these flasks vas also con­
sidered indicative of the nitrogen-fixing capacity of the 
several cultures. The growth of the cultures corresponded 
very well in the two media and of the ^ diole number, two 
of the iQost vigorously growing cultures were selected for 
expcrimentsl rjurr^oses. These ctsltures4 and 5. 
Identifiesfciion of both these organisas ufas 
atteiopted. Hiaaber 4 «as not ccsspletely identified^ but 
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it was fouxtd to b© a long Tod, seldom in the spore st&ge 
and capable of f Izini'T rsseous nitrogen. Culture 5 was 
fo-and to bo Clostrldlim butjrieua^ It i^as identified upon 
the basis of the following points; the cells wet^ mediim 
to long rods, slender, and occurred singly, in pairs, or 
in chains or filacients. They n^ere not swollen at spora-
lation and the spores were oval and centrally located* 
Granules often occurred in the longer rods. Acid and gas 
were produced in glucose medium* Sisal 1 colonies having a 
dense center developed in agar shake cultures. Growth in 
an agar stab was granular and the organism was Gram-
positive. Growth was almost inhibited by the presence 
of free oxygen. Gelatin was not liquefied. Kitrates wer« 
reduced to nitrites and asmonia. 
Both cultures 4 and 5 were used in experin^nts 
duplicatinf?. those usin?: nixed cultures. ?ho first study 
?.'as conducted using the ssise nitrcgen-free nsedium aiwi 
calcium chloride was added at the rate of 0»2 gram per 
liter in the place of calcium carbonate. Sine hicadred fifty 
cc. of the jaediuso contained in two flasks were inoculated 
with 50 cc. suspensions of the two cultures. The sir 
above the medium was replsiced and the medium saturated 
with nitrogen gas. A 200 cc. sample was imm^iately 
withdrawn from each culture for the first set of analyses. 
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Succeeding analyses «fere made et 5-day inteivals over a 
period of 25 days* Quantitative detersjiinations were 
laade for glucose present, total nitrogen., aaino nitrogen, 
aajzjonia, total • cid, volatile acid and pH. Qxialitative 
tests were applied for nitrites and nitrates. The aaounta 
of glucose utilized, nitrogen fiaced, aaid nitrogen 
non volatile acid «ere calculated as previously descriljed. 
The data secured in this study "arith cultures 4 and 5, and 
using calci-am chloride in the sediam, are given in table 
IX. 7ho (^ate for culture 4 upon glucose utilization and 
the chr.n,n;cs 'n forms of nitrorsn rsre plotted in fig. 3. 
The changes in the ciiTfsreni; for^^is oi" acid «nc tine pH 
are given in fig- 9# Ihe data for glucose utilization 
and the changes in the f oras of nitrogen in culture 5 
are plotted in fig. 10. Fig. 11 shosrs graphically the 
acid production and the pH for this culture. 
It may be noted fron the table that a 2.85 per 
cent solution of glucose was used in the sediua for both 
cxiltures in this experiment • In culture 4, only 297.5 agpu 
of glucose per 100 cc. of ii^diua were utilized over the 
25-dRy period. a?he curve for glucose utilization plotted 
in figure 8 shows that comparatively rapid utilization 
took piece at two periods, the first being during the 
first 5 dsys and the second betiffeen 15 and 20 days. 
TABLH IX 
CllftHrtKS IM OLWCOSK XH F0HM3 OF NITROOKN AllD XN 
ACID PROlJlfCKD m ?17RF CUr,?TJR?<;R OF AH/RHOHFW (NOo 4 ©nd 
"So, 5) AT FXVF«T>AT IHl'mVATi? 
(Hltroj^en-froo mn6.X\m cont.iiinlnf^ O.R rr,vav\ enlolura chlor-ldo 
pc^r iifcer) 
Culture No» 4 
> s • ft A • « « » * 
Potomlnfttions® t Initli^l } & t 10 Z l& ; SO t »5 
t : V&ya i t'dya t Duya J Pays t Vaya 
mgm. mgm. BIjpaa ia{p» mgm. 
OXueoeo prasent smr>a*5 S756.0 27GS.0 6660 256S.0 2556.0 
Olucoso utilieod 0 117.5 S7.5 802.6 887.5 297.6 
Total nltrogon present Xmin a«80 1.18 1.G0'"""' 1.96"^'^^ 
Nltx^o^an fixed 0 1.68 0 1.18 O.&d 0.84 
Andno nitrogen 0.47 0.10 O.Rl 0 0 0.82 
AmsaonltG. 0 0 0 1.02 0.02 0 
Amid nltrogon 0.66 £•70 0.91 l.SS 0.86 1.74 
00. W" dc#«^ 00#^ '^  
Total tiold 3#0 4.0 4.0 d«6 IB.O 80*0 
Volatllo Aold 2*4 a«o 4.0 7.0 12.0 17.0Q 
2ton volatile aold 0.6 1.0 0.0 1.5 d.o 2*92 
PH 6«0 6«7 6«6 6.0 4.x 3*9 
Mitrit08 (Qualltetlvo) 
Hltx^ates (Quollteitlve) 
Olucoso pposent 
IWJIU 
m&'iirnH 
m-im. 
£:6i>0.0 ii&O&.O Si5£)i;j.5 2490.0 
]]]^. 
848&.0 
Oluooae utilised 0 ii47.& ^i^O.O 562.0 4S7.5 
Total nltrogon pi*6aont 1*12 X.40 l,40i^ S.24^^" 
Hltrosen fixed 0 £i.&4 o.so 1.40 0.20 1.12 
Amino nltro^on 0.69 0.91 O.Sl 0 0.3 0.^2 
Anusonift 0 0 0 1.80 0.02 0 
UrnAA n't hvk/ufAVt o^4a a-AS 1-10 1*16 O-fiS 1.9S 

0 0^" " 00.^ 
Total aoid 5*0 4«0 4.0 6.6 15.0 «0.0 
Volatile AOld 2.4 3.0 4.0 7.0 12.0 i7.oa 
2lon volcvtlle a eld 0«6 1.0 0.0 1.5 ^.0 s.«>s 
PH 6«D &o*r <5.6 &.0 4.1 3.9 
HltrltdS (Qualltetlvo) «» •I 
HitveteB (Quftlltfitlvo) m m «• m 
rmVuvQ IToT [> 
mgm. Riga. 5n,3ps}. Mgtn. 
Oltieosd preaant £;650.0 sieo5«o £490.0 3425.0 
Oluooae utilised 0 id47.t> 4a7.5 
Total ttitrofion preaont 1.18 £^.36 X.40 1.40^^^«' S.24'"'^ 
Hitro^en fixed 0 £^•84 0.&8 1.40 o.ea i.ie 
Amino nitrogen G#69 0.91 o.ei 0 0.3 o.;:^ 
Aitttnonift 0 0 0 1.96 o.ae 0 
Attld nltrogon 0.4(5 2.<IS 1.10 1U6 1.9S 
CO.^ oo.*^ 
Totftl aold 3.0 4.0 0.5 18.0 r']2.o 2S.0 
VoXfttilo «old S.4 S.8 6.6 7.S xi.a 18.4 
Hon vol&tilo {Lold 0.6 0.8 0 10.3 10.4 4.6 
pH @»Q 6.? a.6 4.0 5.& 
nitrites (Quttlltatlvo) «9* «» «» m «» #• 
Bitrates (Qualitative) «i 
figuroa pe>r 100 cc« »«iSjLWB» 
norrauX 
•'^^'^'XncludKis ntt.'j»»tt;o« 
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FIG. 8 
GLUCOSE UTILIZED AND CH/'-NGES IN FORMS OF 
NITROGEN IN A PURE CULTURE OF ANAEROBES (No. 4) 
400f (Nitrogen-free mediun + 0.2 gram 
CaGl2 per liter) 
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FIG, 9 
ACID PRODUCED IN A PURE CULTURE OF 
ANAEROBES (NO. 4) 
(Nitrogen-free niediuii: + 0.2 gram CaCl2 p©r liter) 
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FIG. 10 
GLUCOSE UTILIZED AND CRINGES IN FOR® OF 
NITROGEN IN A PURE CULTURE OF ANAEROBES (No. 5) 
(Nitrogen-free medium + 0,2 gram CaClg peJ* liter) 
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FIG. 11 
ACID PRODUCED IN A PURE CULTURE OF ANAEROBF.S (Ko. 5) 
(Nitrogen-free medium + 0.2 gram CaCl2 per liter) 
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There ras more glucose iitilized in culture 5 but the only 
rapid increase occurred during tbe first 5 days. After 
that period the rate approached a linear function. In 
culture 4 the aaount of nit^gen fixed never exceeded 
1.63 mgra,, while in cultixre 5, 2,24 lagni. iseve fixed. It 
is interesting to note from the graphs (fig. 8 and fig. 10) 
representing ti»se data that the peaks for nitrogen-fixatirai 
in the t^o cultures reached at the same time, that 
bein?" at ths fifth dnT» In 'both cultures the aiuoant of 
aruino nitrogen varied i'rozii tlsis to tisjs, S^ll amounts 
were fonaed^ entirely disappeared, and then appeared again. 
This form of nitrogen and ftnunonio also were being produced 
and utilized sioniltaneously. In both cultiires the graphs 
for amid nitrc^en indicate that the nitrogen is present 
in f orss other than aminonia and amino nitrogen. Relatively 
large amounts of acid isere produced in both cultures at 
the end of 25 days, but upon comparins the curves for 
the total acid production in figs. 9 and 11 it is evident 
that culture 4 was producing increasing aiaounts through 
the 25-day period, "Chile in culture 5 the peak was reached 
by the twentieth day and only a very slight increase was 
obtained during the next 5 days. The volatile acid 
produced in culture 4 constituted the larger part of the 
total acid. In culture o, however, the non-volatile 
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acid doaeiiifited »t ths fifteenth day aisa ts&s only slightly 
less than the volstilr^ acid at th« tT^ontieth day» The 
relfitlve -•r<~^cr'tioss of th-:? t\ro forr::s about the 
X OX* boo 1^1u xf « *l^e 
curves for the pH values, xiixlch are also presented in 
figs.S and 11, f qUos" very clc»ely the cor3:H5spoadin.g 
curves far total acid. 'The effects of volatile and nmi-
volfitile £tclds upon tiae pH value were about equsl* 
Appfipently, either exerted no strsaager influence upon 
tee pi£ than did the other when present in equal asaonnts* 
'2hls ©xperisjsnt *«as repeated using 15 gm. of 
calcitaa csLrboiiave per liter of iaodaaa instead of cslciua 
chloride* Sine hundred fifty cc» of the nitrogen-free 
Ejediua contained in 2 flasks were inoculated ^ ^ith 50 cc* 
suspensions of ths ssjae cultures. The air above ths 
jaediUB was r€!plsce<2 and the siedi^ffii ssturated vrith Jiitro-
gen gns ss before* A 200 ec* sar-a^ls "'as isEsediately 
withdraan fros each culture for iha first set of analyses. 
Succeeding analyses were isiade at 5-day intervals over a 
period of 25 days* !rhe saae quantitative and qxialitative 
dcterminati<ms were made ss in the previous e^iperiiaent. 
The dstfi obtained from these deteminstions are given in 
table X# Figures 12, 15 and 14 present the curves for 
glucose utilizaticHi* changes in forsis of nitrogen^ and 
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the acid produced in culture 4* The data oibtaiaaad «?ith 
culture 5 for glucose utilisation, changes in forms of 
nitrogen, acid -ororluction are plotted in figs. 14a, 
14b and 14c, respectively. 
In this experiiaent else .a 2.85 per cent solu­
tion of glucose was used in the i7tediuia» In cultures 
4 and 5 there were 20S6^5 and 1946,5 ia^» of glucose 
utilized, respectively. In culture 4, as may be noted 
in fig. 12, there was very little glucose utilized during 
the first 15 days. After this tlae, however, rapid 
utilization occurred and aliaost 2 gnu of glucose were 
utilized per 100 cc. of medium. ^"Sith culture 5 prac­
tically half the total amount of glucose utilized during 
the incubation period had been consuzaed by the fifteenth 
day, and utilization continued at about the same rate 
through the 25-day period. Tery snail amounts of glu­
cose vneve utilized irj the riiedixca containing ealcixaa 
chloride, ^hen compared with the ansounts utilized by 
the same organisms in a mediua containing calciuia car­
bonate. This increase in the utilization of glucose 
in both ctiltures shows the laarked beneficial effect 
due to the presence of calcium carbonate. 
In the last four determinations for total 
nitrogen the method was ssodified to include nitrates^ 
TABLK X 
CUi5H0&;S IN OLUCOSH- UTIlvIZATIOM, lU i'X)nMS OP HTfKOOIvN AND IK ACll> VlimUGW 
m PORK CUr.TURK3 OF AHAKHOBKS (Ho* 4 a!t«^ Ro# 5) AT F1VK-B/\Y IKTOVALS 
(Jlitrogon-froo snodliaa containing 15 groms oalalum cttrbonato per llt«p} 
l}d tex^mlnii 11 ons*^ Initial 
Olueone p^aent 
Oluoosil UtllliSOd 
Totiil nltrogon pve&mt 
Kltrogon fixed 
Amino nitrogen 
Ammonia 
Amid nitrogen 
mgta* 
0 
1.18 
0 
0.68 
0 
Tot«x eold 
Volatile ftcid 
oc* 
^•0 
i t  
i 
t 5 
I d«ys 
(sa^« 
2772.6 
00^0 
2.80 
1,60 
0.G9 
0 
P.,ll 
10 
daya 
ntgist* 
ajoo 
52.6 
Xo»t; 
lo&t 
0.05 
0.6B 
loat 
15 
day a 
WVMaMMBVMi 
SO 
days 
S6 
daye 
tagia* eigia« 
SVgO W6.0 766.0 
132.6 Q97«5 2086«(> 
6.04<f«<t 
0»S& 1*40 5*02 
0»S>9 0.60 0 
0*34 0«£4 0 
0.07 1.59 5.04 
«i).6 
7.4 
CCV^ cc y;Tr 
i&mO if/»0 X5»0 X0«0 
CaCO^ iaai{:@a aothod inupplloabXe 
pH 6.6 6.7 6.7 6.66 5.7 5.7 
Ulbrltes (quaXltatlvo) 
Nitrates (<|uaXltatlvo) ^ 
• -f 
• 4> 
• 
•4-
+ 
"f 
+ 
4 
Cttltuw 6 
OXucoso proBont 2QQ^6 i37X8«5 
QXucoao utlXlKod 0 140.0 
Tot#X nltrojjon prosont 1.40 iJ.80 
Kltrogon fixed 0 1.40 
Aalno nltrogan 0.74 0.90 
AimQonla 0 0 
Amid nltrogon 0.66 1.90 
iag«u. 
K5K30 X96S 
47S.6 887.5 
a.oo*®^ 1.40^^ 
1.68 
X.ltii 
x.oo 
0.96 
O 
0.67 
0,68 
0.05 
mgm. 
Xd45«0 
X307.6 
lost 
lost 
o 
0 
Xoat 
mgrn. 
900.0 
X946.& 
4.76^'*'^ 
a.26 
0.11 
0.68 
5.97 
3.0 S.5 XX.O 0.5 X2.8 14.0 
n_ W  fTf i P n * *  n i A t r n M  v w i l t h n r i  1  t 
irotaX aold 
AnUrl 

mgn* mgm. mg«. lagm* la^. mgra. 
Oluooao prdaent 2b&m 2772.8 20(K> 87S0 1&&&.0 766.0 
aiueoai^ utlllsod 0 ao»o 5S«5 997.6 2086.6 
Total nitrogon preoont I.IS J3.80 lost 1.40''»^' ^ £.5SJ*'' 6.04*^<'' 
Bltrogon f Ixod 0 1.60 lOBt 0.88 1.40 3*92 
Arelno nltrogon o#e8 0.G9 0.66 O.i&O 0.59 0 
Afmnonla 0 0 0.68 0.S4 0.S4 0 
Anid nitrogen 0.44 "lOflt 0.67 1.59 5.04 
CC 
Total eoid i>*0 ^•6 iiimo :^>.o 15.0 19.0 
Volatll'o acid 3* a 7.4 GaCO^i micos motUoci inapplioablo 
I 
H 0 
W 1 
PH Q*i\ 6.7 6.7 6.65 5.7 5.7 
Kltrltes (quiilitativQ) 
Hltratoa (qunllttitivo} 
•¥ 4" 
+ 
4* 
*4 
+ 
4 
!a^« m&90 
Oluoosd prottont 8d5R.3 jS712.5 
Qluoose utlXlROd 0 140.0 
Totftl tslferogon prssoiit 1«40 2.80 
Kitrogan flxGd 0 l.dO 
Amino nitrogen 0.74 0„90 
Aismonla O 0 
An&CL nitrogen 0«66 1.90 
ja^. liigjsa. 
2&B0 196(3 1545*0 
478.6 887.S 1307.6 
3.00^^^ 1.40^^ lost 
1.68 0 lost 
l.ie 0.67 O 
1.00 0.6a 0 
0»96 0.06 lost 
uset* 
906.0 
1946.6 
5«36 
0.11 
0.68 
5.97 
S.O 
s.o 
iMWuwuyHi^w CCTfRT 
5.5 
0.6 
6»*5 
CcV'^'f-'' co.«^ 
IX.O 8.5 le.S }14*0 
flaCOa jartko» jaatliod InappXlciilolo 
Tot&l CtOld 
Vol®ill® aicld 
pH 
Hltrltea 
Hltretes 
0.6 5.8 6.fi 6.1 5.7 
(qualit&tlvo} 
(qualitative) 
4 
•I-
4-
•f 
All figuroa por 100 oc. of m9<31mi 
^*^0.1 nowottl 
^®^Inclwdi« nitrates 
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-FIG. 12 
GLUCOSE UTILIZED IN A PURE CULTURE OF 
ANAEROBES (No. 4) 
(Nitrogen-free meditam + 15 grams CaCOs per liter) 
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:PIG. 13 
CHANGES IN FORMS OF NITROGEN IN A PURE 
CULTURE OF ANAEROBES (No. 4) 
(Nitrogen-free medium + 15 grams CaCOs per liter) 
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PIG. 14 
ACID PRODUCED IN A PURE CULTURE OF ANAEROBES (No. 4) 
(NJ.trogen-fre© raedi'om + 15 grams CaCOs per liter) 
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FIG. 14a 
GLUC05?: UTILIZED, I!s' A PU^?-' CIT'.TUPE OF 
^iKAinCBKS (No. 5) 
(Ultrogen-free medium + 15 grams QaCOj per liter) 
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FIG. 14b 
CFJillGES IN FORi.15 OF 53ITR0G?:TI A PURE 
. CULTURE OF /.NAEROBKS (No. 5) 
(llitrogen-free medi-um + 15 grams CaCO^ per liter) 
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FTG. 14c 
ACID PRODUCiiD IK A PUfuii CuLi'UltJi OF (i-jo. 5] 
(llitrogen-free meaium + 15 grams CaCOs per liter) 
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This was fomd necessary since qualitative tests on the 
tenth dej sh.ovf^ 6 the -ovesence of "both nitrites end ni­
trates in each culture. It is diffic-alt to account for 
the occurrence of nitrates in tiiiese anaerobic cultures 
but the oxjQen for nitrate and nitrite production un­
doubtedly came tvcas. the calcium carbonate since no ni­
trites or nitrates were produced by the same organisms 
in the mediuiB containing calciua chloride. It may be 
noted that both nitrites and nitrates were present in 
the cultures through the 25-day period. In culture 4 
very little nitrogen vi&s fixed until 25 days, then Zm92 
ngm. per 100 cc. of siediura were found. The sajse is true 
for culture 5 and after 25 days 5«56 mga* were fixed. 
Upon comparing figs. 13 and 14"b with figs. 8 and 10, it 
Ts&j be noted thst nitrogen fixation was marfcedly in­
creased by the rrfisence of cflcium carlsonate in the 
njeciiiss. It rosy elso be notec from these figures, however, 
that no apparent effect was observed upon the production 
of asaaonia and amino nitrogen, since only very small 
aaomts were produced in the medium containing either 
the calcium chloride or the calcium carbonate. The pro­
duction of forras of niti»ogen other then ascaonia and amino 
nitrogen was also stimulated by the presence of calcixzin 
carbonate. Relatively large aisounts of acid were present 
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In botli cultures in spite of the presence of calciiaa car­
bonate. In culture 4 no acid was present until after the 
fifteenth day, then a marked increase was observed until 
the end of 25 days when 19 cc. of 0*1 "S, acid had been 
jppoduced in 100 cc. of the xaedlna. In culture 5 two 
peaks were observed in total acid production, the first 
occurring at the tenth day end the second between the 
twentieth and twenty-fifth day. The largest amount pro­
duced in this culture -eras 14*0 cc» of 0»1 K. acid per 
100 cc« of mediujn and this occurred at the twenty-fifth 
day* r-eterninntions foT» vols tils and non-volatile acids 
could not, bo a^ade upon these cultures as cslcius carbonate 
rex2dered the method inapplicable* 
The results of these two atteclies iising pure 
cultures of nitrogen-fixing Clostridia show a marked effec 
due to the presence of calci^3Bl carbonate in the mediunu 
This effect is evidenced largely in the amounts of glu­
cose utilized and in nitrogen fix^« The results also 
indicate that the metabolissx of the organisms may be 
greatly changed due to the presence of carbonates# At 
any rate, the same cultures are more active in the 
mediiaii containing - carbonate. It is probable that the 
beneficial effect of the carbonate Is largely due to its 
capacity to supply an hydrogen acceptor,. Another 
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probably less iaportant effect to "be considered, h<M?ever, 
is its capacity to neutralize the acids forced. The 
production of nitrates and nitrites is also made possible 
by the presence of the cslcitjm carbonate^ 
It riTT "bn r>r?irited out that the tTro pare cul­
tures of orcELnisms recct somcvrhat «rhen r^ow-
ing in the saims aediu2i« As eviGsnced by the aaoun^s of 
glucose utilized the nediuza cmtaining cslciun chloride 
favored the growth of culture 4 whereas the mediun 
containing carbonate favored the grosrth of culture §• 
A narked similarity existed bet\?een the nitro­
gen laetabolisEi of these pur-e cultxires and the laetabolisa 
observed in the mixed cultures ^shen all were groim in the 
sasje medixaa. This fact appears to indicate that the two 
pure cultures were fairly representative of the entire 
anaerobic flora of Tauia silt loam. 
In view of the res^xlts obtained using the 
nitrogen-free siedis it ^ould s-opear that siailar studies 
vi-oov. one of fh<? c.l! t'jres of nitrogen-fixers grown 
in niedia containing varying nitrogen sonrces slight throw 
further light upon the jaetabolisa of ttis nitrogen-fixing 
Clostridia, The c^ture a£ Clostridltaa Jaeityricum 
(culture 5) was selected for this experinent. The media 
used consisted of Winogradsky'a laediiSE containing 
either peptone, f^?r<Trinnlui7> suii'&te, or sodi'oa nitrate, 
snd 15 gia» of calcium carbonate per liter, 'i'lae various 
nitrogen coiapounds were added in such, quantities as to 
supply approxiaately 5 isgm. of nitrogen in each case 
in 100 cc. of tbe asdium. To each of three l-liter 
flasks containing 950 cc« of the three media a 50 cc« 
suspension of culture 5 was added. The sir ahore the 
mediuiQ in each flask was replaced, and the aedia 
saturated with nitrogen gas. A 150 cc. sample of the 
cultxire from each flask ^ as imsediately vsitbdrawn for 
the ^rst set of analyses. The deterrainations made in 
this exoeriment were totsl nitrogen including nitrates, 
aramonie, ?.Tnino nitroc^en, svtld nitrogen, total acid, pfi, 
snd glucose* The naacunts of g;lucose utilised, nitrogen 
fixed and amid nitrogen wdre calculated as pre-viouslT 
described. Qualitative tests for nitrites end nitrates 
were also included. All three cultures were incubated 
at 30OC. and analyses were xaade at 5-day intervals over 
a period of 25 days. 
After 36 hours the organisms grcsring in the 
peptone medium were producing gas vigorously. After 
48 hours the organisms in the asuaonitim sulfate medium 
produced gas. In both cases vigorous gas productiOTi 
continued for caily about 56 hours. It was not until 
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after 72 hours that the organiams in the sodium nitrate 
jBediua produced gas but in this case vigorous producticaa 
continued over an interval of apprcKimately 5 days. 
The data obtained in the various determina­
tions upon the culture in these three media are given in 
table XI» The data for the utilization of glucose arc 
plotted in fig. 15. This figTire also contains the cairve 
for the •util iTrp.tion of srlvxose by the ssaae organism in 
the nitrogen-free laediua. i^his will fscilitate a com-
parisOTi of the metabolism of this organisai in the 
nitrogen-free raediua with that in the media containing 
varying nitrogen sources. The curves for the daanges 
in the forms of nitrogen in the nitrogen-f re© medium are 
presented in fig. 16. The changes prodiiced in the Tortus 
of nitrogen in the peptone mediTjm are shown graphically 
in fig. 17. Figures 18 and 19 the changes in foraas of 
nitrogen occurring in the aauaaniura sulfate medium and the 
sodiua nitrate medium, respectively. The curves for acid 
production and pH in all of the media are given in 
fig. 20. 
It may be noted in fig* 15 that the different 
nitrogen sources exortec s influence upon the 
utilization of glucose by Clostridiuni butyricam. 
Utilization in the nitrogen-free mediiam progressed much 
more slowly, but all of the glucose was utilized during 
CKANOKs i« oLucoftK IK FQi\m OP KiTf?f>a?:rf A?m IH ACID mDUCKD 
iix A PUhfi cuL'X'Uiai OF (KO» 5) <'.? Pivj?>DAy INTKRVAI:^ 
(Uedia eonteinliig varyln^s nltrogoxi aouroosi and 15 culoium 
oarbonttte poi- liter) 
Peptone medlma 
: i • « 3 s 1 
Determination^^ t Xnititvl X 5 8 10 IS : 80 : 2b 
t { da/s t deTTB J dnya r days : day® 
Olucose preeent 
n a^ ragm. »agw. 
1900 1107.0 68d.O 4G0.0 136.0 26.6 
Qlueoae utilised 0 793 1818 1440 1764 16725.4 
Total nitrogen proeent; d«i6 bmZ^ 6.16 6.44 6.44 6.72 
Kitro^son fij£<5d 0 0 0 0.«8 O.SO 0.56 
Aioino nitrogen 0.60 0.1 0 0.69 0.87 1.7S 
Annaoni* 0 0 0 0.6B 0.6Q 0.68 
Amid nltroaea 6.60 5.82 6.16 6.07 &.40 4.51 
00 
Totftl noid 5.e IS.O 16.0 10.0 «S.0 ai.5 
pH 6.7 6.0 5.6 5.Q 5.5 5.7 
Kitritee (quelitetlvo) m •e m a» M 
Nitiffitos (qunlitJitlVfi) m m + 
•• + «• 
AiuiaoninBi suII'tttiE) 
ma/Si* Oi4jta. as<;ai. mgra. 
(Glucose present 1870 1045 479.0 137.5 a.& 12.4 
Olueoae utilized 0 825 1301 17iie.6 laai.e 18B7.5 
Totftl nitrogen present 5.08 0.88 d.60 6.60 5.04 a.04 
Kitro^n fixed 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Amino nitrogen 0.30 0.60 1.36 1.74 1.68 «.91 
AQWQonia 5.10 0 0 o 0 
Amid nitrogen 
r 
0.40 d.ea 4.84 e.7s 
00#^^ 00.^^ 00.^^ 
Total aoid S.6 IK.O 17.0 ei.o 20.0 16.0 
nft ei^Ci ft-A i;-F. f; K R »* «c 

Nltvit<9S ( qualltBtlvo) « •» •• «% m 
Nltrafcoo (quailtfitiv*?) m m 4 4W •f 
/\{ojaoriium auir«td 
Glueoao precent 
10^ * IQtiifl. Mgrn. 
1870 1046 479.0 lii7.8 a.& 12.4 
aiuooa« utlll^iiod 0 0£5 i;>©i 17;5a.S lOdl.5 18157.6 
Total nitrogen present 5.08 &.60 &.60 &.04 5.04 
Nitrogen fixed 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Amino nitrogen 0.30 0.60 1.36 1.74 1.68 {;.91 
Aaunonla 5.10 0 0 0 0 Amid xiltrogon 0.48 9,28 4.!>4 3.20 S2.73 
00»^^ C0.«» 
Total aold •^5 la.o 17.0 Sl.O go.o 16.0 
pll &«9 &.6 &•& . S.7 
Hltrltes (qualltfttivo) •• Oi •• m 
Nibi*&t09 ((iUUilltativo) m •t m 
s^ ooiiuQ nltrinto 
iflgm* )3^. usffsk* nigu. 
01UCO89 preaont 1Q40 703 77.0 37.8 19.^ 17.2 
dluooao ut111sod 0 1157 17C3 IGOS.a 18S0.& 102S.& 
I'Otal ttltrogon proaent 4.76 7.0 6. 88 5.52 6«94 5.3£ 
nitrogen fixed 0 V.^PA 1.18 0*56 0.28 0.66 
Amino nitrogen 0 0,9 O.Sf? 0.53 0.9« 1.67 
Animonlii f> 0 0 0 0.33 0 
Anid nitrogen 4.70 O.IO 5.6e 4.79 5.79 3.76 
OO.'ft'i? 00 ocT '^" oo.^-^ 00.'®^" 
Total field 10.0 26*0 17.0 7.0 7.0 
PH e.8B 8.6 6.2 6.6 6.9 
nitrites (quRlltfttlve) «» «» «» 
Mltratott (iiuajLl<;t4tlve) •*• •* * m 
figures por 100 «c. modiiim 
^^0.1 ttonaal 
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PIG, 15 
GI.UCOSE UTILIZED IN A PURE CULTURE OF ANAEROBES 
(No. 5) IN A NITBOGEN-PREE I^EDIUM AND MEDIA 
COIITAININC- "VARYING NITROGEN SOURCES 
(All Tvith 15 grams CaCOs per liter) 
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FIG. I£-
CHAHGES IN FORMS OF NITROGEN IN A PURE 
CULTURE OF ANAEROBES (Ko. 5) 
(Nitrogen-free medium + 16 grains CaCOs per liter) 
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FIG. 17 
CliANGES IN FORMS OF NITROGEK IN A PURE 
CULTURE OF ANAEROBES (No. 5) 
(Peptone mediiom + 15 grams CaCOs) 
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PIG. 18 
CHANGES IN FORMS OF NITROGEN IN A PURE 
CULTURE OF ANAEROBES (No. 5) 
(Ammonium sulfate medium + 15 grams CaCOs per liter) 
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FIG. 19-
CHi-.NGES IN PORldS OF NITROGEN IN A PURE 
CULTURE OF ANAEROBES (No. 5) 
(Sodium nitrate medium + 15 grams CaCOs per liter) 
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FIGo 20 
ACID PRODUCED BI PUP£ CULTURE OF ANAEROBES (No. 5) 
IN NITRGGEN-FRi;:?: MEDIUM AlID ®DIA CONTAINING 
VARYING NITROGEN SOURCES 
(All with 15 grams CaCO^ per liter) 28 -
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the 25-d8y period. In the esse of the peptone and aamon-
iusi stilfate rscdia there wcs cifference in the 
rate of utilization. In tne socLiua nitrate xaeaiuia, how­
ever, practically all the glucose was utilized by the 
end of the tenth day. 
As is shosm in table XI, no nitrogen v?as 
fixed in the ja»di\aQ containing aseaonixsa sulfate. In tbe 
medium containing sodium nitrate the largest amount 
fixed was 2.24 xagm., that amount occurring on the fifth 
day. This amount gradiially became smaller until the 
twentieth day, after •J^ch time a slight increase was 
observed. In the peptone aediiara no nitrogen was fixed 
xmtil after the tenth day, and a slight increase was 
observer to the t^renty-fifth day. The amount of total 
nitrogen present in the ctilture in the • amiamium sulfate 
sediiaia docressoc steadily throughout the entire incuba­
tion period. Upon compt^xix^ the amounts of nitrogen 
fixed in the three media containing varying nitrogen 
sources with that fixation obsejrired in the nitrc^en-free 
medium, it laay be noted that much larger amounts of 
nitr<^en were fixed in the nitrogen-free medium. 
Marked increases in aisino nitrogen were ob­
served in the aim:K>nium sulfate medium, as much as 
2.51 agm. were ta?oduced in 25 days. Rather lar^ 
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amounts of amino nitrogen were also observed in the pep­
tone and sodivna nitrate media, the production being less 
regular, however* The largest amounts in these laedia 
were observed on the twenty-fifth, day, Ho striking 
differences wea?e shown in the production of this form 
of nitrogen in the nitrogen-free mediuffi and in the media 
containing varying nitrogen sources* 
"So beneficial effect v?as observed upon the 
production of r;r:norjiF due to the presence of varying 
kinds of nitrogen in ths tnediuni, since in no case ^rere 
appreciable aaouncs obtained. Iz laay "oe noted, i^jcwever, 
that in the aemonium sulfate nedixm 5*1 sags, of arnmonie 
were fcfond by aeration in 100 cc» of the culture at the 
initial deterioiaation. This anaonia v/as either utilized 
by the organisais or was lost by difftision into the air 
above the a»diuia during the first 5 days. The disappear­
ance was undoubtedly due to a combination of these t-wo 
factors, the fonaer, however, would probably account for 
the disappearance of the larger portion, since no 
appreciable decrease Tsras observed in the total amount 
of nitrogen present dtiring that 5-day period. 
It say be noted in figure 18 that the amid 
nitrogen increased orsjportionately ??ith the decrease in 
Giasonia. This fact sppsars to incicste that the ammonia 
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nitrogen wes changed by the organissis into anotljsr f ora« 
Some of the emuionis nitrogen pjes probably changed also 
to the amino fc-rm. rraphs represented in fig* 20, 
siio^inr o-^oc^.uction of p.cid, follo^r very closely those 
for glucose u.tillZ€.tion in the different aedia. In the 
nitrogen-free medim large amounts of acid were never 
produced and two peaks ^er© observed in the cttrve. In 
the case of the peptone mediua acid production ras great­
ly stimulsted during the first 5-day interval. The pro­
duction T^as less rapid until the fifteenth day and the 
peak ^ as reached in 20 days* In the aisaoniua sulfate 
jsediiiis the peak of acid production ^ as reached by the 
fifteenth day end decreased slightly until the twenty-
fifth day. In the presence of sodium nitrate the largest 
araount of acid was produced in 10 days. The axnount 
present et this tisie was larger than that produced in 
any of the other media, A raarked decrease was observed 
•until the twentieth dsy pnc^ reisfiined unchanged mtil 
the tsreaty-f if th c&y, I'iat; s:i;allest ajnount of acid 
present in any of the cultures on the twenty-fifty day 
was also observed in the sodium nitrate medium. The 
CTarves for the pH values correspond to those for acid 
production in all the media. It may be noted in 
table XI that in the peptone laeditai nitrites were never 
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observed ssad nitrates were present on the tenth and 
t;s'entieth day only. In the ammonites sulfate mediuia both 
nitrites and nitrates "aere present on the tenth day. 
Both of these foras of nitrogen disappeared and the 
only form to reappear "k&s the nitrate on the twentieth 
day. v.here the sodioaa nitrate had been added to the 
lasdiaci nitrites were observed only on the fifth day, 
the nitrates disappearing after 10 days and reappearing 
in 20 days. Neither form of nitrogen was found present 
st the end of tne incubation period. 
The results of this experir^ent as a i;rhole 
indicatis that coaibined nitrogen in the 'aedium sisrlcedly 
stimulates the utillj^ation of ^ ucose, sodiua nitrate 
having the largest effect. This pronounced effect of 
sodium nitrate is probably due to the utilization of the 
nitrate ion as an Iiydrogen acceptor in the oxidation of 
glucose, ^he second greatest effect •ras observed in 
the asmonium sulfate jaedixsa. It is not probable, however, 
that the oxygen of the aaraonium sulfate could be readily 
utilized# The data also tend to indicate that the 
presence of a nitrogenous coispound in the medium is de­
cidedly detriTsental to the fixation of gaseous nitrogen. 
Variojis Bitrogen sources in the medium, hoiyever, did not 
retard the grotrth of the organisms. 
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Studies on Carbon ^ ioxide Production laj 
a Pure Cult^^re of a Hltrt^en-Fixlng 
•t'.ofi-erobe 
Experiments ??ere conducted to detenslne the 
rate of carbon dloyide production by the anaerobe, 
Clostrie'jiI'm h'-ityrictca, g-ro^^ing in vsrlous oedla, 
Description of the Method 
The method used was that worked out by ^varburg 
(47), Some laodlfications for studying nitrogen-fixing 
soil organisBS and developed by Bark (12) were adopted. 
The apparatus consisted of a micro-Bianoaeter to which 
was attached a culture vessel by aeans of capillary glass 
tubing, i'he culture vessel isas suspended in a t-ater bath 
and kept at a temperature of 28 i 0*01®c* The ajanosjeters 
were graduated, so timt 3?eadlngs could be made at desired 
Intervals, and also contained a fluid (Brodle solution) 
which could be raised or lowered by means of a screw-
clanp upon a r^iece of rubber tubing at the bottom. The 
total volinn© of the vssssls secsured to the level of 
the fliiid In the r-igixt ar2i of the rianoraster ^as about 
16 cc« The culture vessels contained 2«0 cc« of the 
experimental cultures and 0*30 cc« of 2 KOH solution 
or water. A small cup sealed to the bottom of the 
vessels served as a container for alkali or water. The 
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re!n£inii-;;; voituTiO of the flt.sk cor^tclnsd c.ir-, or nitrogen 
gas, £t atraospheric pressure. iiiB ri^^t 6.ra of tb.e 
manoiaeter fluid vjas held constant \rMle readings ®ere 
msde. With tratsr in the cup the carbcaa dioxide produced 
caused an increase in internal pressure '^ich ^ ras regis­
tered by SI rise in the left arm of the aanoaeter fl'oldm 
KOH ras in the cup the carbon dioKide "eras absorbed 
end the internal pressure -sfas increased only slightly, 
due to the production of other gases, such as hydrogen» 
The readings obtained frosi the left arm of 
the aanoiaeter were aultiplied by a constant characteris­
tic of the vessel and the product gave directly the nusber 
of cluinnu of csrbon dioxide or total gases produced. Ti^ 
cell corstsnt for esc'"- rrcs~<5l varied from 1 to 2, depend­
ing upon the rer^Lper-afcire, voliise of gas and ctilture 
mediuza, the Buasen absorpticjo. cosfficisnt of the gas 
concerned, and the norsial pressure of the laanoiaetric 
fluid. Ihe change in volume in each msnosaeter over a 
given interval of tijae was deteraiined by the ecTsaticoi; 
X = h X E 
where; h= reading cor3?ected for the control 
baroiaeter. 
iL = constant characteristic for each 
cell* 
In the following equation for the calculation of the cell 
constant, E is represented by the portion of the equation 
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in brackets: 
(Vc- ^  + Vb^S) 
X = ii(  ^ ) 
wiiere; V = voluiae of gas in cmm. 
? = absolute temperature. 
Vp = volume of fltiid in caaa. 
a = absoTr>tior> coefficient of gas 
C O r C •  
Po - nopxs.l prsssnre of rnsnorseter fluid* 
The control correction w£.s obtained froci readirigs on a 
similar manonieter which contained only sterile distilled 
water in the ssaie volraae as; was contained in the inocu­
lated vessels. 
In calculating results "h" 'vras obtained by 
addirsg or subtracting t-':e control correction froa the 
previous reading of each nienometer, the readings for the 
respective menosaeters 'i^ere then subtracted front this 
quantity, FrcKS the fi,riires representing the volurae, the 
total voluse v.-as calculated over a period of tinie and the 
results obtained -were plotted against ti2se. 
In the e :!peri::sents reported in this paper, 
2 cc« of culture "hfijjvily inoculated with the experi-
2iental organise ;^sre placed in each of four manoaeter 
vessels. -:?he vessels of laanometers 1 aiid 2 contaimd 
0.50 cc. of 2 S. potassium hydroxide and the vessels of 
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raenoraeters S enc 4 coT;t<»ine<? ^,30 cc» of sterile distilled 
•crater; thus the same voluae of llcrztf. ~£s contained in 
eaeii vessel. In laaaoiaeters 1 and 2 zae carbon dioxide 
prod-aced wsss absorbed by tho alksli. In msnocieters 5 gnr^ 
4 the carbon diaside '^ss not absorbed and its produ.cT:ion 
resulted in a larger increase in pressure then existed in 
manojneters 1 and 2, The sraounts of carbon dioxide pro­
duced St different intervals were obtained bj differences 
in the readings on the tt^o groxips of nxanonieters. As v?ill 
b© explained, hov^ever, diiplicate determinations 7.'ers not 
rmde in every case. As soon as the vessels 7.'ere connected 
^ith the nanoaeters axjgen-free axn carbon dioxide-free nitrogen 
TTss passed through the nsnonetor stop-cocl: at the top of 
the rigvt arm and o-jt thro-;i^. the side ara of the culture 
flask °t the rpte of 2 o" 3 liters --or ^linute for 5 to 
7 ^ linutes. At the s^it<q tirno the "-.cno-r-'ter- fluid was 
raised once or twice to the hei^iit of the T-joint ex teeing 
to the cultTore vessel in order to ezpsl the air which was 
contained in the capHLery manoneter tuhe» The stop-coek and 
side cup of the vessel •were then closed sisroltaneously. 
The vessels were then s^uspended in the water bath kept 
at constant teHoerature and readings ^ ?ere aade at fre­
quent intervals. In arunning replicate cultures great 
care was exercised to obtain a ^lniform suspension in all 
the culttjre flasks. As isay b© noted later, however, it was 
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difricTilt to obtain similar results in tv/o dsteiraainations 
of the same kind in spit© of the greatest care in inocu­
lation. 
Since heavy inoculations were desired the 
cxpsspisientsl organisms vsere first grovrn on e. slant of 
nltrogon-free agar medium. The slants were prepared in 
250 cc* T^rlensieyer flasks in oT^er to obtain a large 
3iir?2CG •r»'Ovth« cir« shove the slants «?as replaced 
r;ith nitrogen gas, after the inocx;l'ara hcd bsen intro­
duced, by means of a siaall piece of ^lass tubing contain­
ing cotton plugs and inserted through the stopper, f/hen 
sufficient gro^?th had taken place about 20 cc. of sterile 
distilled water ^ rere added to the slants and the growth 
suspended in it by means of a platinum loop. Care 
taken to break all clumps of organisms insofar as was 
possible. One cc. portions of this suspension were 
combined with 1 cc. portions of double strength medium 
of the desired composition. Such 2 cc. quantities of 
culture ^ ere placed in the nanonieter vessels. 
Production of Carbon Dioxide as Influenced 
by Varying Kitrc^sn Sources with Calciua 
Carbonate or Calcium Chloride 
In these exrierirents the -rate of carbon di­
oxide production in raedia containin;- oaotone or sodiun 
nitrate and in nitrogen-free mediiaa, each containing 
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calcitsm carbonate or calcitai chloride, was stiadied. In 
some cases the air Tnrithin the vessels was replaced with 
nitrogen gas and anaerobic conditions were obtained in 
this manner while in other cases the production of car­
bon dioxide in these media was studied in the presence 
of air also. The three media used in these experiments 
were of the same composition as those used in previous 
metabolism stuxiies. In some media calcium carbonate was 
added at the rate of 15 gm« per liter, and in other cal­
cium chloride was added at the rate of 0.2 gm. per liter, 
''/hen determingtions were made under anaerobic conditions 
the medium xvas slwsys boiled and allowed to cool just 
before inoculation. 
The amounts of carbon dioxide produced by 
Clostridium butyricum in the presence of nitrogen gas 
in peptone meditmi, nitrogen-free medium and sodium ni­
trate medium with calcium carbonate or calcium chloride 
are given in tables ZII, XIII, XIV, respectively. These 
data are shown grariiically in figs. 21, 22 and 23. 
Curves I and II in fig. 21 represent the amount 
of carbon dioxide produced in the peptone medium ccaatain-
ing calcium carbonate, while curves III and 17 
repi»e3ent the carbon dioxide produced in the same medium 
but containing calcium chloride in place of calcium car­
bonate. The results of duplicate determinations are 
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TA3LE XII 
CARBON DIO.ILK FRmUCH:' BT A PURis 
CULAJEE OF kK:.EROBiS (lio. 5) 
(Peptons aeditm, vjitb. calciiOEi carbon&te or 
calciua chloride, in nitrogen gas; 
Hours 
« 
* 
;C02 produced rith Hours :C02 produced vdth 
:CfiC03 (duplicates) rCaClp (duplicates) 
cu.mm. cu.mm. cu.nm. cu.nm. 
1.0 49.5 o3.3 1 52.5 70.0 
1.5 *?c; / f • .1. o 95.6 121.2 
2.0 o o o •- "1. • w '7o.7 •z 103.8 128.7 
C c; 12S.d SI.7 4 115.3 1 
a 9 0 16;^.! 5 118.7 139.6 
3.5 195.4 112.6 6 120.7 144.2 
4,0 226.0 124.9 8 126.9 147.5 
4,5 267.5 137.9 10 131.5 151.9 
5.0 205.9 151.3 12 135.1 156.7 
5.5 344.8 163.1 
6.0 577»4 184.2 
7.0 445.S 210.0 
8.0 526.0 238.2 
9.0 604.2 265.2 
10.0 674.0 310.4 
11.0 745.9 335.0 
12.0 815.8 359.4 
13.0 874.4 381.0 
15.0 97S.0 411.3 
16.5 1101.5 444.8 
18.0 465.1 
20.5 1306.5 503.5 
21.G 1323.9 # # • • • 
22.0 1370.2 519.7 
—'2'^-
1800 FIG. 21 
CARBOH DIOXIDE PRODUCED EI A PURE CULTURE OF 
ANAEROBES (No. 5) IN NITROGEN GAS 
(Peptone medlm with CaCOg or with CaClg) 
1700 
1600 
I, II CaC05 
III, IV CaCl2 
' 1500 
1400 
1300 
1200 
rillOO 
,1000 
« 900 
800 
g 700 
600 -
II 500 
400 
300 
200 
oIV 
^IIl 
100 
10 12 14 16 
Time in Hours 
18 20 22 24 
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TABLE XIII 
GAR30I5 DIOXIDE PTIOBUCED BY A ?U?S 
CUI5.'UH?:' OF /.1UF.H0BES (Ko. 5) 
(Mtrogsn-free v-lth calciusa 
csrboRste ct» c.-3lclv~ rhlor-ide, in nitrogen gas) 
liours 
• 
:C02 produced "'ith Hours :C0£ produced Tritti 
: CaC U:s (duplic fc t s s i ;CaCl{.-, (duplicates) 
cu.mni. cu.mm. cu.iim. cu.itmi. 
1.0 15.2 15.S 2 17.8 11.8 
1.5 19.7 20.3 4 46.9 21.0 
2.5 £6.0 27.5 6 57.3 26.9 
5.5 52.5 o5.9 8 74.6 26.0 
4.5 42.5 44.4 10 -7.0^ 
5.5 52.4 54.9 12 75.7 3.G 
6.5 65.3 67.3 14 74.5 -0.4 
7.5 79.7 30.2 
8.5 92.7 68.9 
9.5 107.4 104.5 
10.5 122.6 120.6 
11.5 155.8 130.2 
12.5 148.8 142.1 
IS.5 162.2 155.6 
15.5 189.4 185.1 
17.5 222.6 214.0 
19.5 248.1 240.4 
21.5 278.9 273.1 
22.5 289.9 290.6 
23.5 309.4 307.8 
24.5 528.4 325.5 
25.5 348.6 346.9 
26.5 369.5 369.8 
27.5 38^,9 392. S 
28.o 40G.e 410.1 
22.5 402.5 / oc c. 
50.5 562.2 451.6 
* - indicates decrease in voIuiqb of gas 
PIG. 22 
CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCED BY A PURE CULTURE OP 
AKAEK0BK8 (No. 5) IN NITROGEN GAS 
(Nitrogen-free medivun with CaCOj or with Gaclg) 500-
II 
40C-
III, IV 
lOC-
o-
-O III 
IB 20 212 
Time in Hours 
32 30 34 
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CAEBOU DlOXUjiL PHODUCiS hY I-. FUEE 
CULQ.'URH OF iji/'JEPX-iiiS (JJo* 6) 
(Sodium nitrate medium with CElci'am carbonate 
or calcitam chloride in nitrogen gas) 
Honrs 
* 
:C02 produced ®ith 
:CaC03 (dutJlicates) 
Eoars :G02 produced *'ith 
rCaGlp {dur>llcat6s) 
cu.nniA CU.mm. CtL'i^ inni. cu.nm. 
1 17.0 18.3 1 0.8 -14.2^ 
2 30.2 2 X -16.8 
5 48.5 50.1 3 2.6 -18.4 
4 62«0 64.2 4 5.9 -15.0 
5 78.1 79.1 5 4.2 -18.4 
6 3c . 3 95.5 6 4.0 -20.4 
7 112.5 114.0 7 3.8 -20.6 
S 125.9 128.9 8 4.0 -20.4 
9 141.2 143.2 9 o.l -21.5 
10 159.5 164.8 11 0.6 -7.1 
11 174.2 184.7 
12 193.0 204.3 
13 190.0 •?P5.5 
14 nc.i P45.4 
15 253,9 300.8 
17 CCrCl T w m ^ • « • • # 
13 o79.9 
21 374.1 422.6 
2^ 415.3 467.7 
25 465.4 521.9 
27 512.4 565.3 
- indicates decrease in -oIitds or gtis 
PIGo 25 
CARBON DIOXIDF PRODUCKD BY A PURR CULTURE OP 
ANAEROBES (No. 5) IN NITROGEN GAS 
(Sodium nitrate medium v/ith CHCO5 or v;l th CaCl^)yoll 
500 
T, II CaCO 
III, IV CnCl' 
400 
R, 300 
100 
25 Time In Hours 
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given in each case. Carbon dioxide production in the 
presence of calcitm carbonate was widely variable in the 
duplicate detenainations. Yery good agreement was ob­
tained, however, in the case of the calcium chloride medium# 
It was found that 1370.2 and 519.7 cffim. of carbon dioxide 
were produced in the presence of calciuia carbonate in 
22 hours while only 155.1 and 156.7 casi. were produced 
in the calciura chloride-containing nedium. In the medium 
containing calcium carbonate the rate of carbon dioxide 
production was almost the same after 22 hours as at the 
beginning while in the calcium chloride mediim, production 
practically ceased sfter the third 
Table XIII gives the data obuained for the 
carbon dioxide production in the nitrogen-free medium 
containing calcium carbonate or calcium chloride under 
anaerobic conditions. It may be noted in this ease that 
only 582.2 and 451.8 cmm. of carbon dioxide were pro­
duced after 30.5 hours in the presence of the carbonate, 
and that the results of duplicates agreed almost per­
fectly mtil the twenty-eighth hour. At this time the 
one culture continued at approximately the same s^te of 
prodtaction while in the other culture a marked decrease 
was observed. As is sho^ in fig. 22, carbon dioxide 
production was greatly reduced by the presence of calcium 
chloride. The maximum amount v&s produced before the 
eighth hoar in both determinations. Upon comparing the 
cuives in figs.21 and 22 it may be noted that, in one 
case at least, the presence of peptone in the carbonate 
medixia markedly stimulated the production of carbon di­
oxide* In the second culture, hocever, no pronounced 
effect due to the presence of combined nitrogen was ob-
seznred. a?he presence of nitrogen in the medium had no 
appreciable effect in tbe aiediom containing calcium 
chloride• 
Tbe data for carbon dioxide prodaction in the 
sodiiun nitrste mediums •'rlth c&7.ciiin carbonate or calciiaa 
chloride in nitrogen ai*e in table XIV and are 
presented graphically in fig. 25* Carbon dioxide produc­
tion was entirely inhibited by the presence of calcium 
chloride. In the carbonate medium, hoa'erer, production 
was somewhat stimulated due tc the Ea?esence of sodium 
nitrate. These resTilts as a whole indicate that calcium 
carbonate when compared with calcium chloride has a 
marked stimulating effect upon carbon dioxide production, 
and, therefore, upon the rate of growth of tiiis particular 
organism urKier anaerobic conditions* 
These experiments were duplicated using the 
same organism and the same media except that the air 
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within the asoioxQeter vessels was not replaced with nitro­
gen gas. These deter!Hinati<ais were not made in duplicate 
but consistent results were obtained throughout the several 
readings at different intervals* The results obtained 
with the peptone mediiaa in air are shoefn in table XV and 
the cxarve^s representing these data are plotted in fig. 24. 
It may "be noted that e si irhtly larger amount of carhcHi 
dioxide prof?'uc-:^d in the sa^se length of time in the 
carbon&te asdium in £.ir than ivas prociiced in tne sans 
mediuia under anaerobic conditions, in the jxpesence of 
calcixim chloride, air also had a stiaxilating effect. 
The data obtained with the nitrogen-free medium 
with calcium carbonate or calciiaa chloride in the presOTtce 
of air are shossn in table XVI and are represented in 
fig. 25 by curves I and II. With the nitrogen-free mediiaa 
in air soraswhat smaller eaoimts of carbon dioxide were pro­
duced. By referring to the data for sodium nitrate in 
table XVII and the curves III and IV of fig. 25 it may be 
noted that here also smaller amounts vere observed in the 
presence of air with the carbonate laediuHi. Ko effect 
could be noted in the case of the calcium chloride medium 
since no carbon dioxide 'Kns pr-odticed either in the 
presence or absence of air. 
The data presented in tablesXII and XV appear 
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xABLa Xv' 
CAHB05 DIOlIDii; PiiODUCiii; six A PUH£ 
CUL'roi^I^ OF ASAEKOoES (>40* 5) 
(Peptone raedium •R'ith. calcium carbonate 
or calciiBB chloride in air) 
Honrs 
• 
:C02 prodticad Hoists 
• 
* 
' CO2 produced 
riisith CaCO:^ : with CaCls 
cu.mm. cu.nim. 
1.0 73.9 1 25.0 
2.0 190.6 2 51.0 
o.C 263.3 3 91.8 
4.0 321.S 4 109.7 
5.0 390.7 5 123.8 
6.0 44S.0 6 145.9 
7,0 499.4 8 189.4 
8.0 581.0 10 232.9 
9.0 666.2 12 268.7 
10.0 731.5 14 302. o 
11.0 807.9 16 339.6 
12.0 8S2.9 18 370.5 
13.0 951.3 20 404.8 
13.5 9S5.3 22 447.6 
15.0 11C5.8 24 4S7.9 
16,5 t O^ r. C 26 522.5 
la.o XoC/O • ^ 26 55S.2 
20.5 1505.8 
21.0 1529*2 
22.0 1606.8 
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PIG. 24 
CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCED BI A PURE CULTURE OF 
ANAEROBES (No. 5) IN AIR 1700 
(Peptone meditim with CaC03 or with CaClg) 
1600 
1500 I - CaC05 
II - CaCl2 
1400 
1500 
1200 
1100 
2 900 
800 
700 
600 
500 
400 
300 
200 
100 
10 16 18 20 22 24 
Time in Hotirs 
CARBOH DIOXIDE PRODUCED 3? A PURE 
CULu'UHi.' ::-F AS^SJB.ObES (Ho. 5) 
(iiitrc^en-free xaediun}, ^itli calcium 
carbonate or calcium c±ilorid€^ in air) 
iiours 
m 
• 
: CO2 produced 
: "^ith CaCOr-i 
Hours 
• 
: CO2 produced 
: with C&CI2 
cu.znin. cu.imn. 
1.0 o.<^ 1 6.y 
1.5 12.0 2 10.1 
2.5 19.4 5 9.1 
•? c; W * W 27.0 4 • # • • 
4.5 51.6 5 14.2 
5.5 42.0 6 14.8 
6.5 49.6 7 19.8 
« * • w ^ & w # •w' S 25.4 
8.5 66.2 0 26.8 
o ^ w • V./ 7S.8 10 28.6 
10.5 90,5 11 20.9 
11.5 108.5 12 06 .6 
12.5 140.3 14 50.9 
15.5 148.7 16 24.6 
15.5 169.7 18 29.5 
17.5 194.8 20 61.6 
19.5 214.6 22 66.7 
21.5 251.5 24 70.2 
22.5 245.1 26 75.2 
2w.5 252.5 28 60.5 
24.5 281.5 
25.5 270.8 
27.5 2S9.0 
29.5 505.8 
30.5 315.2 
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TABLE XVll 
r'TO^irr" ^^OT^nCpT) B^' A P'JRE 
ClT.Tl.T;- Or A?5-'-Tr-0B?.S (ItO. 5) 
tSodivifli nitr-fcte jaedius with calci'om 
carbonawb or ciilciuci chloride in air) 
Hours 
• 
: GO2 pEPoduced 
: TiJith CaCOs 
Hours 
• 
r GOg produced 
: with CaCls 
CU.THTn. cu.Tcm. 
1 20.7 1 -I.7"-
2 54.6 2 -2.5 
5 44.1 5 •2.2 
4 52.6 4 -2.5 
5 62.1 5 -2.8 
6 72.4 6 -2.1 
7 8o.l 7 —0.6 
8 92.4 8 0.1 
9 102.6 9 O.S 
10 11£.9 11 0.7 
11 124.9 
12 lo5.7 
13 146.5 
14 159.5 
15 186.5 
17 199,8 
19 224.2 
21 243.2 
25 ?65?.0 
25 279.4 
27 29S.1 
- indicates decrease ia volxuae of gas 
FIG. 25 
CARBON DIOXIDF PRODUCED BY A PURE CULTURE OP 
ANAEROBES (No. 5) IN AIR 
(Nitrogen-free and sodium nitrate media 
with CaCO^ or with OaClg) 500 
I - Nitrogen-free + CaCOs 
II - Nitrogen-free + CaClg 
III - NaNOg + CaC03 
IV - NaNOs + CaCl2 
400 
o300 III 
100-
II 
-o IV 
Time in Hours 
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to jtistify the conclusion thst this organism is not £ 
strict sneerob-e fr-c-^? •"•ntlve, since in the peptone 
mediuai tir^e prodiicfcion of c^irbon c ioxide s tisvilatsd 
ratiter than reduced by the aresence of s-ir. Srr.£ller 
ssiotmts of carbon diozide wei*e produced, however, in the 
presence of air in the nitrogen-free and in the sodima 
nitrate aedia* It appears in the case of the peptone 
aedium tlaat the oxygen, especially in ths presence of 
calcium chloride, lal^ht have had soiie influence. The 
data seem to indicate that free oxygen nay serve as an 
hydrogen acceptor without any disadvantage vshen the 
organic nitrogenous compound is present in the nediuia. 
The results in general appear to indicate ttiat the or­
ganise prefers to use combined oxygen such as that of 
calcitra carbonate but thnt its gro^rth is not entirely in­
hibited in the Tsr^sertce of free oxyren. It shouH.d be 
pointed out the e-iltur-e of enserobas v;£s in every 
case growing in a liquid msdiuia and ths only oxygen in 
contact with the organisms was that which \sas absorbed 
by the liquid. It is probable that the amount of ab­
sorbed oxygen ccaitained in the medium -jfas very small, 
since ths constant evolution of carbcaa dioxide passing 
out of the medium would tend to carry the oxygen with 
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it® It seema saost logical to caaclude that since 
the oxygen of tbs air did not serve favoorably as 
an hydrogen acce-otor in the laedia containing cal-
citan chloride thnt the orgsnisri is s facultative 
anaerobe. 
In view of the results obtaijied in these 
e.^periments it was very desirable to deteraiine, if 
possible, the source of the carbon dioxide which 
was produced. It appears that thez»e were two possi­
bilities, first, that the total amount of carbon di-
CKide produced was a direct result of the decosroosi-
tion of the glucose present in the laedium, and second, 
that it was the result of the reaction of the calcium 
carbonate with tie acids which were l oraed through 
the decoisposi tion of the s'jgar. Ho evidence was ob­
tained in the fermentation experiments to justify 
any sort of conclusion ss to which possibility 
ini^ht sccoun- for that CC2 actTjally obtained• 
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In oi«der to throw soiae light upon this subject 
regarding the source, or sources, of the carbon dioxide 
in sBixerobic fermentation, further end soiaewhat sinilar 
experiments veve ianc.ert5>en, Tbe-je exporiraents consisted 
in growing pure cultures of the ze.axQ or^anisn; in various 
media and deteraiining the aiaoants of carbon dicKide and 
glucose utilized at different intervals, Kew laethods had 
to be developed since the amount of culture which ccsild 
be accoinaodated in the nanoiaeter vessels would be too 
sjaall to servo for a sxifficienb number of sygar analyses. 
Also great difficulty m'ould be encountered in tithdrawing 
a ssnple for analysis from the vessels and at the same 
time staintaln anaerobic conditions. A third reason for 
not using the manometers was because the experiiaent shoiild 
extend over a longer period of time than could be con­
veniently accozamodated by the manometers. Since co2»rs-
letions between c-iucose utili^ .stion and carbon dioxide 
production ^ere sought it wtk? desirable to saalce deter-
minationa at frequent intervals over a long period of 
time^ preferaW.y imtil nearly all the glucose present 
had been decossposed. 
The apparatxis used was en absorption train 
consisting of three divisions, similar to the one described 
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by 'F.&lkeT (45) and previously outlined in this paper. 
The rirst division was a purification train consisting at 
4 "units. The first unit was a cylinder containing 120 cc. 
potassium hydroxide, specific gravity 1.15, and 12 gn. of 
pyrogalllc acid which served, to take vlo oxygen and car­
bon dioxide - present in the nitrogen gas, which "was 
passed cnrough the entire apparatus. 'The second unit in 
this division was another cylinder containing 120 cc. of 
sulfuric acid, specific gravity 1.7, "crhich served to 
absorb any ansnonia fron the gas. A third cylinder 
contained distilled water and the fourth, a smaller 
cylinder, contained distilled T^'eter to which had been 
added s fev;- drops of broia tlTyinol 'bl'a5 indicator. This 
solution served & checic against che ^ueciianical sn-
trainment of the acid into the cult ice. Tias culture bottle 
Biads up the second division, and was a small reagent bottle 
of 200 cc. capacity. One hundred fifty cc. of the culture 
laedium "were placed in this bottle and a 5 cc. sxispension 
of the organisms was added. The third division ?fas an 
absorption train consisting of a Brady-^eyer absorption 
tube, the lower end of which vels inserted through a 
stopper into a 250 cc. Krleuaeyer flask. The flask also 
contained a known q-uantity, tisually 75 cc., of standard 
potassiiJin hydroxide solution for absorbing the carbon 
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dioxide aerated from the culttire. Each of the cylinders 
in the f i3?st division of the train and also the cultiire 
bottle was fitted with a rubber stopper containing glass 
tubing so arranged as to allow nitrogen gas to be 
carried to the bottom of the cylinders and the bottle and 
to bubble up fhro'agh the solution and pass into the next 
unit. The tubing in the absorption toTver was arranged 
exactly opposite so that tie \&ould pass into the 
flask and bubble through the alkali in the absorption 
tube. The units were connected by means of small pieces 
of rubber tubing. The air above the liquid in each 
cyliJider in the purification train was displaced with 
nitrogen gas and all the absorbed carbon dioxide and 
oxygen in the solutions •was released by si lowing the gas 
to pass through the train for several minutes before the 
culture chamber was connected. The air above the mediiaa 
in the cultiire bottle rr&s also replaced with nitrogen 
gas after the medium was inoculated. The rubber stopper 
in the culture bottle contained a small hole throu^ 
which sterile, 10 cc. pipettes T7ere Inserted and samples 
of the :T:ediuin for sursr* snclysis Trers "-withdrawn at 
different intervals, i'.hen saiapl^s were not beins taken 
the bole ^as plugged with a glass rod. 15o error or con­
tamination was introduced by air as the samples were 
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"srlthdrsTsn the hole left uncovea^ed for only 
an instant. The inlet and outlet tubes of the calture 
"bottle contained loosely-fit ting cotton plu^js which pre­
vented the passage (St contaminating organisms and at the 
saise time permitted the flow of nitr<^en. Gas froci a 
nitro30n tank t!®s passed through the entire apparatus for 
1 hour before each detei^niination^ aerating the culture 
and carz»ying the carbon dioxide into the a"bsorption tube. 
A water-suction pucap was used to help dre-?? the gas 
through the train# After the carbon dioxide had been 
absorbed all the ^kali -yras washed back into the flask 
and enough of a saturated solution of barium chloride 
WES added to precipitate all the carbon dioxide as •barl^2a 
csr"bonate» The excess alkali was titrated ?rf.th standard 
acid usirs?^ ohenolohthfileiri ??3 indicator and the aaount 
of carbon dioxide produced was celculatsd froa the dif­
ference between this titration and a check titration. 
During incubation the pressure in the culture bottle dtse 
to the production of gas was relieved the passage of 
the gas into the flask containing the absorption tube. 
The two Qiedia tised in this esperiiaent "vsere a 
peptone medium containing 15 ©n. of calciiaa carbonate 
per liter and a peptone medium containing 0.2 gm. of 
calcium chloride per liter. The organism was the pure 
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sultupe of Clostrlditxa "outypieuai isolated from isnti silt 
loam* Determinations far carbon dioxide produced and glu­
cose utilized were sade at 12, 24 or 36-hour intervals, 
depending upon tl» apparent ajatoiint of gas produced. Prom 
the amount of glucose utilized at different intervals 
of tlTse the aniounts of carbon dioxide which would have 
been evolved were calculated, assuming that 1 mole of glu­
cose 3rielded 1 mole of carbon dioxide or accordins to the 
equation, 
= "^2 + C5H12O4. 
It appears that tiois is the aost; logical assuis-ption, since 
in anaerobic fermentations interiaediate products are formed 
and the decomposition of the sugar dbes not go entirely to 
carbon dioxide and T?ater. 
*Ihe gm. of glucose utilized, together ?d.th the 
gm. of carbon dioxide produced and calculated in both media 
are given in table XVIII. The data obtained trith the 
peptone-calcium carbonate meditaa are presented graphically 
in fig. 26 and those r/ith the peptone-calciias chloride 
medium are shoim in fig. 27, 
It may be noted from the data and curves for the 
calcium carbonate-containing medium that the rate of carbon 
dioxide production corresponded exactly with that calculated. 
Accor-dir?" to the results, there ??3re 0.548 gm. of glucose 
TABLV.: XVIII 
CARBON DIOXIDr- PRODUCED COJ-fPARRD ^ITH THK PRODUCTION CALCUTATED FROM THE 
AMOUNT OF Or,UCOr>K JJTI'.IZPD 
(Peptone medium in of CrCO^ or 0,{5 ^;r®mo of CaClg per liter) 
t ''l&~araiaB'"'btt(;63' '" t ii b.!5 £parR '(!RdIg per'liter 
jTotal oarboiri:To i;al oarl}on i jOJoTuI ri'oVal 'c ^  
Hours tgluoose t dioxldo j dloxldo |Hoiir» j glucose ; dioxld© j dioxide 
mblliged^^t produoed tCRloulated t tutillge^t produoed loalculftted^'^ 
gms* gme* gtaa. • • gras. giris. gma. 
0 0,000 0.000 0.000 « • 0 0.000 0.000 0,000 
9 0«54Q 0.010 0.143 : 80 0.045 0.016 0,011 
24 0.693 0.050 0.144 i 42 0.098 0.085 0.023 
36 0,595 0.056 0.144 t 67 0.446 0.178 0.109 
46 0.645 0,077 0.157 f 91 0,658 0.250 0.150 
60 0.690 0.096 0,170 t 114 0.005 0,fi48 0.196 
72 O.QIO 0.115 0.198 I 3_;59)M.MI-O,Q85 0.262 0.201 
96 1,510 0.246 0,561 140 0.S28 
108 2.120 0.347 0.518 f 163 1.035 0.559 0.253 
126 2.270 0.440 0.654 « 4 217 1.949 0,476 0.477 
145 {5.609 0,501 0,657 3 258 2.549 0,558 0.623 
167 2.618 0.525 0.659 t 
} 
^^por 160 oc, of medium 
•''^^COg oaloulated from the omount of gluooae utilized, asBuralng that 
1 mole of gluooae ylelda 1 mole of 002i(C(3Hl20fl « COg + 05111804) 
grams CaCOg added to tVie medliun after the detormljitttlon At 
139 hours. 
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PIG. 26 
CAP30N DIOXIDE PRODUCED COMPARED WITH THE 
PRODUCTION CALCULATED FROM THE AMOL^^T OF 
GLUCOSE UTILIZED 
(Peptone medium + 15 grams CaCOs per liter) 
Glucose Utilized 
Calculated CO2 
>C02 Produced 
^ O ^ is'^O 75 loo I25 l50 175 200 225 250 Svfe 5^0 
Time in Hoiirs 
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FIG. 27 
CARBON DIOXIDE PRODUCED COMPARKD wITK THE 
PRODUCTION CALCUL/iTED FROM THE AMOUNT OF 
GLUCOSE UTILIZED 
(Peptone mediTJun +0.2 gram CaCl2 per liter) 
3.0 
2.8-
I. Glucose Utilized 
II. Calculated CO2 
III. CO2 Produced 
2 .6  
2.4 
2.2  
cl.8 
0 I . 6  
1.4 
1.2 
1.0  
0 . 8  
II 
III 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
50 
Time in Hours 
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utilized during the first 9 hours. This figure is un­
doubtedly too hi;:rh, especially in vie-sf of the succeeding 
results, end hes been attributed to an error In the method# 
solutions for the jsnslysis '-ere prepared and checked 
before the next detoraination, hut ths error in the first 
analysis rastilted in higher figures for glucose utilized, 
and, therefore, for the calculated carbon diojcide, the sai!« 
error prevailing lantil the end« If this error is not con­
sidered, however, the two curves for carbon dioxide would lie 
one upon the other» This indicates that the carbon dioxide 
piroducsd In the presence of calcixua carbonate coiaes directly 
froo the bireakdoun of the glucose molecule* The data also 
appear to show that the assuaiption as to the yield of 
1 jQOle of carbon diocside froa the breakdown of 1 xsole c£ 
glucose was fully 3^tified in this fermentation at least. 
The data obtained for the carbon dioocids produced 
and calculated for the medliKs containing calcium chloride, 
over the 159 hour intsrvsl, slion- thst sllj^^htly more carbon 
dioxide was produced than was calculated Svooi the glucose 
utilized* At 151 hours the organisiss had practically 
ceased to produce carbon dioxide or utilize the sugar, and 
at this point 5 ga» of sterile calcium carbamate tre^re 
added to the remaining 80 cc* of culture. The culture 
bottle was shaken and the aaeditaa then aerated for 1 hour 
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ishen all tbe carlKaa dioxide iiad been r^oved* as aiay be 
noted in table XVIII, 0.066 @n. of carbon dioxide, or the 
difference between the amounts at 159 nT>d 140 hours, were 
liberated durin that hour. This carbon dioxide was tm-
qtiestionably the result of the reaction between the calciiaa 
carbonate and the scids trhich had been produced in tiffi mediiaa# 
The resnlts of this ohservstion voixld tend to indicate that 
a saall aioount of carbon dioxide is constantly being pro­
duced as a result of a chezaical reaction in the pz^esence 
of calcium carbonate. This aiaount, however, is practically 
negligible when ccsapared with the aaount produced directly 
from the sugar. The marked stimulation in the growth of 
the orgsnisms due to the addition of the calcium carbonate 
was again observed* After the addition of the carbonate 
the carbon dioxide production eq'oaled and then surpassed 
the amoont calcxHated* 
These Insults as a whole show rather ooncltisively 
that the csurbcMi dioxide produced in the presence of calcim 
carbonate cones from the breakdown of the ^ticose molecule 
and also from the neutral 1 zing effect of the carbonate 
upon the acids present, the for»er accounting for the 
larger part, in the calciiua chloride aedium it is quite 
evident that the sole source of the carboaa dioxide lies 
in the sugar. 
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STr^AH? ATJT- CO^TCLUf^IOHS 
Stuxiies h&ve been coiiciucted upon cortain nitrogen 
fixing Clostridia isolated frosi Teeaa silt loam and Grtmdy 
silt loam, two widely distributed acid soils of Iowa. 
Teats have been made upon their reaction requirements, 
capacity to fix gaseous nitrogen and jaroducticsa of carbon 
dioxide under varying controlled conditions in the laboira-
tory. The results appear to warrant the follo^dng con­
cilia ions« 
1. Q,uite satisfactory methods «ere developed 
for studying nitrogen fixation and the nitrogen axetabolisa 
of anaerobic soil bacteria. 
2. It has been shown that nitrogen-fixing 
anaerobes are -oresent in rsther large ntsmbers in the acid 
soils stxicied. 
5« iio effect due to varjin^ applications of 
lime were observed upon the nuzdbers of anaerobic nitrogen-
fixers or upon their ability to fix nitrogen in soil-
solution cultTires in the presence of nitrogen gas. A 
stianilating effect upon nitrogen fixation was observed, 
hovever, in soil taken from a plot on Tamtt silt loam 
having received sufficient 10-mesh liaiestone to meet the 
lime reqaireoent and IOC pouzids of 20 per cent st^erphos* 
phate per acre. 
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4* An arbitrary incubation period of 5 weeks 
for anaerobic nitrogen fixation stiadies was fotmd in aiost 
esipez^iuents to be tbe best for obtainirtg lyiaTiTmr^ ajaounts 
of nitrogen fixod* Ptire cultures of dostridina pasteuriam^wi 
and Clostridia batyrictaa fixed only very saiall anoints of 
nitrogen in solution cultures in an at^ospliere of nitrogen. 
5. The initial pH of the Bediua apparently had 
very little effect uncn the amottnts of nitrogen fixed over 
tbe rnngft of vr^lyes used. In nitrogen-free media 
iiaving initi&l pii values of 6.5, 7.5, S.5 end S,5 there 
were from 4.0 to 4.S aga. of nitrogen fixed in soil-solution 
cultures, while in a simiiar aedium having an initial pH 
of 5.0, 3.2 JHgEi. were fixed. In all the cultures the 
final pH after 3 weeks was 5.0 i 0.1. A direct relation^ip 
was foimd between the amounts of acid produced and ^ucose 
utilized in mixed ciiltures of soil anaerobes at various 
intervsils over a 15o-ho'ar period. Ho relationship was ob­
served, however, between the initial reaction of the aediua 
and the nitrogen fixed over a 20-day period. In all tike 
Qixed cultures the pH was changed to epproxisiately 5.0 in 
5 days, even tiiou^ the initial pH was as high as 9.0 or 
as low ss 4.0. The results as s whole tend to indicate 
that the cptiauss, pF for growth nitrogen fixation by 
tlie soil anaerobes extends over a wide range and that the 
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organisms are quite tolerant of acidity* 
6, The nitrogen raetaboliso of mixed cultures 
of soil v?r,s studie^S in '^inogradsky's nitrogen-
free iseGit;iffl conte.inin^ 0,2 of calciuE chloride per 
liter, and in the s&xae medlimi containing 15 grasis of cal­
cium carbonate per liter instead of the calcium chloride. 
Coispsratively large aawunts of nitrogen were fixed in both 
media but the results obtained indicate a beneficial effect 
due to the presence of calcium carbonate. In the calcitim 
chloride s^ditmi larger amoiants of amino nitrogen were pro­
duced than in the carbonate medium^ hovyever, the laraa 
also ti^e for assaonis production* Larger amoants of acid 
were present in the cultures containing the calcium chloride. 
7. The metabolism of the t^o pure cultures of 
soil Rnaerobes, Tlo. 4, not identified, and Ro. 5, Clostridium 
butyricua, was also studied in these ttro media. Ttse two 
cultures resetvs-vy sitTiilarly under similar conditions. 
In tile calciura chloride sIedi^as culr.-ars 5 s-as somewhat 
more efficient in fixing nitrogen. Glucose utilization 
was greatly stimulated by the presence of csilcitaa carbonate, 
the effect being somewhat more pronounced with ciilture 5. 
The carbonate also had a beneficial effect upon the amounts 
of nitrogen fixed in both cultures. Some correlation was 
observed between the rate nitrogen fixation ahd the 
glucose Txtllization by these org&nlsms in both media* 
ScHae correlation was also observed between the rate of acid 
production and the glucose utilization, the correlation 
being more jHTonoonced with culture 4 than with 5 in both 
media* Nitrites and nitrates were produced in both cultures 
in the calcium carbonate medium^ tut none ^re found in the 
presence of calcium chloride* 
8* Results obtained with cultijre 5 growing 
in aedia containing -warying nitrogen sources and in nitrogen-
free medium, all with calcium carbonate, showed that the 
presence of coTfbir.ed nitro^jsn in the niedium greatly stimu-
Isted the utilisstion of glucose during the fir^t part of 
the incubation pariod* I'iaa entire aoiount of glucose present 
in all the cultures was utilized, however, by the end of 
25 days* The most rapid utilization occurred when soditca 
nitrate was used as a nitrogen source* Ammonium sulfate 
and peptone, respectively, exerted the next largest effect. 
Practically negligible amounts of nitrogen were fixed in 
the media containing cosflsined nitrogen, while cos^jaratively 
large aiaounts were fixed in the nitrogen-free meditaa* 
Ammoniian sulfate apparently stimulated the production of 
amino nitrogen* So effect upon the production of amsonia 
was observed in any of the media* Nitrites and nitrates 
were produced in all these a»diB at different periods* 
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Close coirrel&tlozis w©3?© observed between aisounts of add 
produced and the reacticao, expressed as pH, of tlie varioiis 
media. Appai»ently calciiaa carbonate did not iianediately 
neutralize the acids as they were fonaedj^ but tlie reaction 
proceeded slo^rly over the entire inciibation period* The 
resi-lts sppenr to sho?; quite conclusively that the presence 
of coiabiiisd nitrogen in tiie zaediiim greatly retards nitrogen 
fixation and some forais of nitrogen entirely prevent it. 
9. In experiioents on carbon dioxide production 
^ith a pure culture of Clostridiam butyricum in various 
media containing calcium carbonate it was found that large 
aiaounts of carbon dioxide -sere produced imder anaerobic 
conditions* The largest aaounts were sjroduced in peptone 
medium# Production «as about tla& same in aoditoa nitrate 
and nitrogen-free aedia, there being about one-third as 
mch product as in the peptone laediunu Only very small 
amounts of carbon dioxide ^yere produced in the saae media 
containing cslcium chloride instead of calcium carbonate* 
The presence of air fippsrently stiiaulated the production 
of carbon dioxice by Clostridlxga butyriciga in the peptone 
snediua, but e^ser^d a detrieisat&l effect; '^hen the sodium 
nitrate and nitrogen-free media wei^e used. Ihe retarding 
effect of calcium chloride was less pronomxced in the 
peptone medium when air *as present. Segligible amounts 
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T^ere produced in the sodiioa nitrate and jaitrogen-fre© media 
containing calcium chloride and in air« 
10. Tiie soiree of the carbon dicjocids produced 
in ti^ peptone niedim containing calciiaa carbons.te '•ss.s found 
to be largely in the glucose raolecule* It ^^as shown that 
in the decoaiposition of the sugar 1 mole of ^uco3e yielded 
1 isols of cnr-'boT! c'ioyride, /• -oortion of the carbon 
cioxide v.as produced £s a result of the InteTOCtion. of the 
calcium carbonate with the acid foraied. In peptone TnArii-iTm 
containing calcium chloride but no carbonate, probably all 
the carbon dioxide caice f roa the glucose. 
!!• Throughout all the experiments laarlced 
beneficial effects upon the nitrc^en-fixing Clostridia s'ere 
observed due to the presence of caleiiiia carbonate in the 
nediumo This effect w&s not only noted upon the gro^h 
and utilization of glucose by the organises but its presence 
also increased their capacity to fix nitrogen. It isould 
appear that these effects might also exist in the field* 
12» Since nitrites and nitrates occurred only 
in the cultures gro^ in media containing calcium carbonate 
it at)peprs t?nr. t the 0.7:7of the niti»it0s and nitrates 
sairiit have ccoe froa the carbonate. The nitrogen probably 
had its source in the nitrogen gas since the medium sas 
nitrogen-free in many cases* 
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